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In this issue of eremuak magazine, we consider
the possibilities of the “concrete”.

concrete can be seen to be a desire for the bond
of commitment.

Being an endeavour which intrinsically involves
the imagination and allowing the mind to
wander, art often works with indetermination
and generality. On this occasion, however, we
have chosen to highlight practices and ways
of making based on the principles of precision
and concretion, and to distance ourselves, this
once, from other positions that favour greater
diversification. We will be looking at works whose
starting point is a need to respond to specific
contexts; where there is a precise focus on
particular “somethings”, or specific guidelines
are followed, or singular systems are generated,
or others of the many ways in which concretion
may be approached through art.

Ainara Elgoibar presents an adapted version of her
talk “When in doubt: stop, think, and ask”, one of
the most concrete presentations we have heard in
recent years. In it, she makes precise descriptions
of spaces and situations, examining a company’s
work regulations on circulation and safety.

Although the magazine’s final structure is
generally the same as in previous issues, we have
also chosen to incorporate a new editorial feature
as a result of a similar process of concretion to
those exemplified in the issue. These are a series
of brief responses to precise questions as to how
different artists relate to concretion. Izaskun
Araluzea, Iñaki Gracenea, Ion Munduate, Idoia
Montón, Chico y Chica, and Nora Aurrekoetxea
offer us their specific perspectives. With their
responses we have grouped together reflections
on particular issues, individual images or scores
giving specific instructions – all of which could
be considered to be attempts at concretion.
We also revisit Donald Judd’s classic text,
“Specific Objects” from 1965, which was
published in the Arteleku magazine Zehar in
the nineties. Judd deals with the specificity of
objects, challenging Greenberg’s categorical
imperatives and anticipating or leading us to the
edge of what Krauss was to call “sculpture in the
expanded field” in 1978.
Teresa Lanceta’s text threads together a narrative
which addresses the art of the twentieth
century, largely in terms of its responsibilities –
especially those of a social nature – and zig-zags
between the changing aspirations of geometrical
abstraction, showing that the concrete is
universal. In the second part of the text she talks
about her work on the textiles of the Middle Atlas
with captivating honesty.
We include an interview between artist Elena
Aitzkoa and Catalan curator and critic Frederic
Montornés. In it, they look at Aitzkoa’s exhibition
at Museo Patio Herreriano, Valladolid, in 2019,
and also at other projects and initiatives of hers
from the past two years, in which the idea of the

We also present an intervention comprising texts
and images by Txaranga Urretabizkaia, a wind
ensemble who operate between performance
and the experimental music tradition, and took
part in two of the exhibitions in the HARRIAK
programme last year.
Leire San Martín considers the exhibition Itzuli
Barik at Kulturate, Arrasate (HARRIAK 2019) from
different moments in time and experiences.
The exhibition worked specifically with the local
context and particularities of the exhibition space.
This issue is completed by a centre spread by
Rosa Parma, who had the support of the eremuak
continuous open call in 2019. Her intervention
comprises variations on a concrete motif. The
back cover was contributed by Gala Knörr
and shows an image from 2019 from a series
dedicated to American artist John Baldessari.
The final pages of the magazine include eremuak’s
agenda of activities from the past year, marked
by the Covid-19 pandemic.
Finally, we would like to welcome our new
member of the eremuak board and magazine
editing staff, artist José Ramón Amondarain, who
joined us in April 2020. José Ramón takes over
from Iñaki Imaz, who is leaving the board after
three years of dedication and his final round
as editor of this magazine. We thank Iñaki and
wish him the very best for the future. This issue
also marks the beginning of a new relationship
to Tabakalera, San Sebastian, which will now be
hosting the eremuak programme.
eremuak # 7 is freely distributed and is available
at different cultural centres and public libraries.
It can be freely downloaded and is also available
in English at www.eremuak.net
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What is created, what is erased
and what is possible
Izaskun Araluzea
We tend to remember a couple of images clearly, and arbitrary relationships,
forgetting details and nuances. The same happened with my dream today.
I dreamed I was writing this article from beginning to end: each one of the
words in it was completely clear, perfect. You can’t imagine how happy I felt.
Right then I woke up and the dream vanished. I remember there was a song
that kept repeating, and the main character’s name was Angiolina. I won’t go
on much more about the song, but I will mention these two lines:
One. Angiolina alle sei di mattina s’intreccia i capelli con foglie d’ortica / ha
una collana di ossi di pesca, la gira tre volte intorno alle dita
[Angiolina braids her hair with nettle leaves at six in the morning / she has a
necklace made of peach seeds and turns it thrice around her fingers]
Two. Angiolina seduta in cucina che piange, che mangia insalata di more
[Angiolina cries as she sits in the kitchen, eating a mulberry salad]
God knows why, but in my dream the song had to do with the theme of this
article. Which theme? Concretion and its importance in our work.
Being concrete might consist in negotiating between what you want and what
your hand does; in being aware of that relationship; in not allowing one to
dominate the other; in not letting your self impose itself absolutely. To keep
it alive. I remember what one writer said about this: “In fiction, we can only
work with what we have and what we have lived. And not to betray that would
to a certain extent mean being concrete.”
The result cannot be foreseen. Is it concrete because it is the outcome of a
procedure? Or is the procedure the concrete thing? Regarding procedure, we
could talk of how important it is to follow certain steps, or a concrete manner
of working, according to which we first do one thing and then another. I
will explain this with an example: “Both when there has existed a previously
concreted idea and when there has not, drawing tends to present itself in
unseen ways. From a first sketch, different paths arise, and the form remains.
The sketch might be anything: a drawing, an intuition, a desire, an excuse…
A moment generally comes when the colours overflow. And now I hate the
drawing and start erasing it with a rubber. But there are some marks I can’t
rub out, so I will have to negotiate between what I created, what I erased and
what I can do. As I write something similar is happening.”
And what is the use of that? Is it important to follow a concrete procedure? It is
important for each person to find their own way of working, which might have
to do with what we are or know, and is important because of that. But it assures
us nothing; there are no formulas. Each person must build up her or his own
procedure for working, and this must be flexible and porous as well as concrete.
And what about Angiolina? What does all this have to do with my dream or the
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song? Perhaps I simply like the song and wanted to include it here. But the
question could also be asked another way: What is it you like about Angiolina?
Well, I think she’s perfect, with her little blue shoes. She’s there, mysteriously and
believably at the same time. She’s not a doll, she’s alive. She’s a concrete result.
So we might say that concretion consists in choosing a particular order. A
concrete, unbreakable song, flexible and open too. Storytelling should be
concrete. Angiolina’s mulberries. Harmony between the whole and the parts,
or the lack of harmony: concrete. Material is concrete. Material, and the hand
too. It is Angiolina as she sits in the kitchen, crying.
There, like that.
A word can also become concrete with another one. A colour with another
colour. Hair braided with nettle leaves, or the necklace made of peach seeds.

What does
it mean for
you to work
concretely?
How
importance
for you is it to
be concrete in
your work?
How do you
make work out
of something
concrete?
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Limit, reflection, model
Iñaki Gracenea
In every enumeration there are two contradictory temptations. The first is to list
everything, the second is to forget something. The first would like to close off the
question once and for all, the second to leave it open.
-Georges Perec
The artist’s manner of working is revealed in acts; that is, forms of concrete execution or
precise expression of his or her singular manner of existing.
But praxis is frequently a succession of acts that associate to create compartmentalised
entities that end up signifying, surprisingly, the artist’s response to different problems.
This cumulus of simple acts which manage to organise themselves into complex beings
of execution are attitudes – they are therefore the artist’s testimony, which is projected
outside of him or her through their work. This outside relates to a work whose own
name manifests its relationship to its maker.
The artist appears to face a no-win situation. This is where he or she has a responsibility
to seek a procedure that will allow him/her to work through this complex relationship
between what we are, what we want and what we offer others; the way of negotiating this
path is a matter on its own.
Over the course of my work I have constantly imposed a series of limits on myself. In
time, this has become a kind of system that allows me to continue working. Assuming
a series of limits makes me conscious; the demands this creates opens up paths into
what seem to be barren places; and setting limits of my own can even become the actual
grounding of my work. I am not referring here to controlling a certain technique, or
conquering a formula; rather, to move within the realm of certain interests and to be able
to translate them, knowing that art is the matter I am dealing with.
The imagery I work with, which is bound to memory and the archive, allows me to set
up different types of order – indexes, groups, series, etc. – so that from the beginning
there is a programme to work by, which will obviously affect the process of translation.
My first investigations create matrices to work with, and these become resources which
will arise in the work with different levels of intensity. In many situations there also exists
a need to return to investigate the documents that gave rise to the entire process, creating
an open work situation that will never end.
And as in all singularities, there is a chink where spontaneity can break in, a palpable
testimony to my tastes, which is inscribed into each project. The limit sets me free.
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Stillness
Ion Munduate
I have felt drawn to movement ever since I was a child. Somehow, I was always
calculating, imagining, or starting to move, saying to myself, “Run – see if
you can work your way between the bike and that moving car!” I did this like
someone preparing for work at the airport control tower – calculating the
speed of different moving things, in an intuitive, real game of calculus. As
is normal with kids, those bright ideas of mine nearly always had to do with
acceleration and speed, but with me, stillness was also important. I had, and
still do, a tortoise, who is slow and small in relation to the size of my own
body, and at the present moment, also to my ability to move. I suppose the
tortoise also perceives this, but the other way round. He’s called Patazas
and has always made me think of stillness. Someone who looks on, breathes
and perceives. I don’t know what, but he’s always perceiving, in some kind
of essential way of living. Thanks to him, using speed not only had a single
intention; I also used to walk really slowly and repeated the same situation:
“Go slow, see if you can work your way between the bike and the moving
car!” The important thing about these attempts were to discover how the
game slowly became reality, and how, as I carried out my intent, more
information was added to the items involved in the action.
The first thing I did as my work developed was to distance myself from what
I had learnt, and to seek out a way between opaque spaces and things I
intuited. To ask myself why I had trained, or why I had trained as I had until
that moment, and where my sights were directed after it, and how. To
distinguish the gaze as an element of perception bound to other elements,
and to practice and develop a process of perception in the realm of an
immaterial form of practice.
I’ve always been drawn by movement, understanding movement not as
form, or as a continuity of consecutive forms, but as a way of exteriorising
“something” that belongs to an inner practice or structure. A phenomenon
which connects to an inner need and an outer one, a sort of breathing.
The phenomenon of breathing is completed by the act of presenting and
sharing: spaces, surfaces, strategies, actions in time, where movement is
signified. This can only be concreted when the actions are inscribed in the
present. Directing my focus from the very beginning of the act of performing.
My focus is not on what I am doing live, but on perceiving the present, in which
what I am doing live is included. It is in the present where the performance is
materialised, concreted, where movements become concrete.

What does
it mean for
you to work
concretely?
How
importance
for you is it to
be concrete in
your work?
How do you
make work out
of something
concrete?
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The enigmatic plane
Idoia Montón
I give shape to my work as it feeds on the spaces I inhabit. Through a direct relationship
with things, those we could consider the most simple things in our daily lives, I delve
into my self, questioning the circumstances or events that call on me to respond. My
work exteriorises my manner of feeling, and tries with its possible transformational
capacity to act on reality.
I normally use collage when I begin to work on an idea in the studio. It gives me a
direct approach and a dynamic way of working, which I try to direct with an open
gaze. Materials, their textures, also make the surface of the collage a highly expressive
resource, which assists the formal part of the work. All of the different, diverse elements I
arrange end up constituting an enigmatic space that demands solutions. As I manipulate
it, incorporating the ideas I need to define or express or that simply arise, I begin to look
at how they combine and work together; in this process, the formal dimensions and
layers of meaning gradually begin to reach concretion.
If I decide to carry a sketch onto canvas, then in that leap of expression new gaps appear,
new empty spaces that require me to introduce new motifs, new content. These might be
the layers of reality a photograph will give me, or particular sections that, after I return
to the history of art with them, I will reinterpret or digress from. These act to charge the
work with intensity. Opposing elements that collide, or may even stubbornly insist on the
possibility of an improbable encounter. All of this pushes me to make decisions as I build
up the works, to assimilate each of their components and offer them a solution in painting.
The paintings thus manifest as open spaces undergoing a process in which any form can
end up revealing itself. This might be the emergency of war, as a phantasmagoria, in the
uncertain space of a western capital being remade. Or perhaps, unexpected, seemingly
organic appearances that seek materialisation which previously seemed inconceivable…
Or perhaps the process itself will even take over, because it is the process that provides
the spark, the illumination, the appearance of an unexpected meaning or an expressive
discovery. It is only at the end of this journey, when the construction of the work no
longer requires any changes, when the elements that have gradually revealed themselves
finally acquire a meaning, which only closes off in relation to its context. There is
probably no need to insist here on the importance of the random in this process.
Each finished, hopefully organic work is also the testimony of a moment – of the time of
its own creative process and the accumulation of ideas, encounters and experiences that
gave rise to it. A fixed expression manifested to the viewer’s gaze as an open space.
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Halter
Chico y Chica
It’s time to enjoy Halter, be proud of your shoulders and collarbones. Halter
stylizes, lengthens your neck, shows off your back and is a sure success.
You know Demi Minaya? Blondie Claudia Marín? Tere Lizaldi? All of them are
now wearing the Halter on film sets, at competitions and galas and they look
amazing. Live Halter. Dream Halter.
My name is Ana María and I wear Halter. I work at Querétaro and there are
walnut trees around here, and I got my Halter torn on one the other day.
Should I sew it up, or what? Go somewhere with less plants, or more flowery?
Please tell me what to do. I love Halter.
Actually, we don’t mend things, so we’ll just send you a new Halter. Halters
are on sale at La Condesa and La Roma. Take care, Ana María.
The Halter Community is a symbol of elegance. This neck, which has always
been popular with swimmers, is now a reality, and in new fabrics. You know
Jéssica Vázquez? Raquel Jato? Paula Bollo? All of them are living the Halter
trend. Our ambassador of the moment is Carla Welch. Do you remember her
bikini? Get your Halter wet. Feel Halter.
My name is Paloma and I’m from Prellezo. I wear Halter all day, but when it’s
cooler I freeze. What would look good on top of it? And what if it rains? I’m
dying to visit your space, I’ve been told Bárbara Alba is always there. Bye then.
Paloma, there’s no need for you to come around here. We’re relocating.
You could try a transparent raincoat with your Halter. Love Halter. Suffer it.
Friends, there are more and more of us at Halter and we look so good. The
neck that makes you more sophisticated by day, night, at any ceremony, at the
gym. Thousands of people think the same as I do. You know Silvia Rey? Raquel
Arroyo? Esther Moore? She’s our ambassador now. Wear Halter. Enjoy Halter.
Naty tells us she lives in Mataró and has been given a job teaching art in
Tarragona. So there’s an empty flat there. She plans to wear the Halter forever.
Her pupils are 15 and 16 years old and she loves being adored by them.
Naty, we’d like to help you. Order a rubber one from us for tennis, padel or
whatever.
We’d love to follow you and watch the impact of Halter on kids that age.
Queens, tennis players and video technicians: millions of women everywhere
wear it, have it. It’s the Halter. It’s crucial to say the name well: Halter. The
film Dream Women ordered a lot of them. And some women in France have
commissioned a pack of cards with Halter girls on it. Play Halter. Win Halter.
My name is Fernanda and I’m studying to be a policewoman. I’ve been wearing
a Halter from the start. In Cartagena I feel really happy, but when I go inland
I wear a poncho, and go from feeling pretty without the poncho to feeling ugly
with it on.
Fernanda, get rid of that poncho. Halter is for wearing on your body. A strap
system and neck structure that shows off a lot of back. Note, Halter. Show Halter.

What does
it mean for
you to work
concretely?
How
importance
for you is it to
be concrete in
your work?
How do you
make work out
of something
concrete?
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SPONGE
Nora Aurrekoetxea
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Specific Objects
Donald Judd

In the early seventies, the American painter Donald
Judd, born in 1928 and known most of all for his work
as an art critic, started making three-dimensional objects. The real turning point in Judd’s work came in 1962.
He was working simultaneously in three different areas
– painting, relief and structure – and also met Richard
Bellamy, the director of Green Gallery, who invited him
to take part in group exhibitions in February and then
May 1963. In December he was given a solo exhibition.
Although Judd was known as an artist, he continued
to exercise as an art critic until 1965. His writings are
particularly revealing for us today; although he deals
with other artists’ work, it is clear that the convictions
he speaks of inspired his own artistic research. His writings were also not done in isolation. The famous radio
interview in February 1964 between art historian Bruce
Glaser, Donald Judd and Frank Stella reveals that both
artists shared the refusal of all forms of illusionism and
the desire to eliminate traditional spatial relationships
– what could be called “compositional effects” – within
the work. In “Specific Objects”, a text published in 1965,
one year after the interview, but according to the artist
written in 1964, soon after his first exhibition at Green
Gallery, Judd takes his refusal of painterly space so far
that Claude Gintz, who perfectly summed up the artist’s
words, said, “‘Specific Objects’ is above all a summons
against painting, against all future painting.” Although
sculpture as a traditional category is similarly excluded,
these negative critiques were not, nevertheless, aimed at
works of the past. Judd was essentially interested in the
multiple possibilities, the ‘supplements’ offered by new
works. “His inert objects exclude any idea of movement
(this might suggest something else), of gesticulation (they
might have been made by an anonymous worker), of
frontality, or any other reminiscence of traditional sculpture. His structures are things in themselves that only
refer back to themselves.”
This text thus defines a project for the future. Judd effectively focuses on inscribing “specific objects” in real space
as a starting point for a new direction. – N.R.C.
Half or more of the best new work in the last few years
has been neither painting nor sculpture. Usually it has
been related, closely or distantly, to one or the other.
The work is diverse, and much in it that is not in painting and sculpture is also diverse. But there are some
things that occur nearly in common.
The new three-dimensional work doesn’t constitute a
movement, school, or style. The common aspects are
too general and too little common to define a movement. The differences are greater than the similarities.

The similarities are selected from the work; they aren’t
a movement’s first principles or delimiting rules. Threedimensionality is not as near being simply a container
as painting and sculpture have seemed to be, but it tends
to that. But now painting and sculpture are less neutral,
less containers, more defined, not undeniable and unavoidable. They are particular forms circumscribed after
all, producing fairly definite qualities. Much of the motivation in the new work is to get clear of these forms.
The use of three dimensions is an obvious alternative.
It opens to anything. Many of the reasons for this use
are negative points against painting and sculpture, and
since both are common sources, the negative reasons
are those nearest commonage. “The motive to change
is always some uneasiness; nothing setting us upon
the change of state, or upon any new action, but some
uneasiness.” The positive reasons are more particular.
Another reason for listing the insufficiencies of painting and sculpture first is that both are familiar and their
elements and qualities more easily located.
The objections to painting and sculpture are going to
sound more intolerant than they are. There are qualifications. The disinterest in painting and sculpture is
a disinterest in doing it again, not in it as it is being
done by those who developed the last advanced versions. New work always involves objections to the old,
but these objections are really relevant only to the new.
They are part of it. If the earlier work is first-rate it is
complete. New inconsistencies and limitations aren’t
retroactive; they concern only work that is being developed. Obviously, three-dimensional work will not
cleanly succeed painting and sculpture. It’s not like a
movement; anyway, movements no longer work; also,
linear history has unraveled somewhat. The new work
exceeds painting in plain power, but power isn’t the
only consideration, though the difference between it
and expression can’t be too great either. There are other
ways than power and form in which one kind of art can
be more or less than another. Finally, a flat and rectangular surface is too handy to give up. Some things can
be done only on a flat surface. Lichtenstein’s representation of a representation is a good instance. But this
work, which is neither painting nor sculpture, challenges both. It will have to be taken into account by new
artists. It will probably change painting and sculpture.
The main thing wrong with painting is that it is a rectangular plane placed flat against the wall. A rectangle
is a shape itself; it is obviously the whole shape; it determines and limits the arrangement of whatever is on
or inside of it. In work before 1946 the edges of the rectangle are a boundary, the end of the picture. The composition must react to the edges and the rectangle must
be unified, but the shape of the rectangle is not stressed;
the parts are more important, and the relationships of
color and form occur among them. In the paintings of
Pollock, Rothko, Still, and Newman, and more recently
of Reinhardt and Noland, the rectangle is emphasized.
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Stella, Frank (b.
1936): Quathlamba
I, from the V Series,
1968.
New York, Museum
of Modern Art
(MoMA). Lithograph, composition
(irreg.): 28.1 x 65.7
cm; sheet: 41.3 x
73.3 cm. John B.
Turner Fund. Inv. n.:
920.1969.5.© 2020.
Digital image, The
Museum of Modern
Art, New York/Scala,
Florence
© Frank Stella, VEGAP, Donostia-San
Sebastián, 2020

The elements inside the rectangle are broad and simple
and correspond closely to the rectangle. The shapes
and surface are only those which can occur plausibly
within and on a rectangular plane. The parts are few
and so subordinate to the unity as not to be parts in an
ordinary sense. A painting is nearly an entity, one thing,
and not the indefinable sum of a group of entities and
references. The one thing overpowers the earlier painting. It also establishes the rectangle as a definite form;
it is no longer a fairly neutral limit. A form can be used
only in so many ways.
The rectangular plane is given a life span. The simplicity
required to emphasize the rectangle limits the arrangements possible within it. The sense of singleness also
has a duration, but it is only beginning and has a better
future outside of painting. Its occurrence in painting
now looks like a beginning, in which new forms are
often made from earlier schemes and materials.
The plane is also emphasized and nearly single. It is
clearly a plane one or two inches in front of another
plane, the wall, and parallel to it. The relationship of
the two planes is specific; it is a form. Everything on
or slightly in the plane of the painting must be arranged laterally.
Almost all paintings are spatial in one way or another.
Yves Klein’s blue paintings are the only ones that are
unspatial, and there is little that is nearly unspatial,
mainly Stella’s work. It’s possible that not much can be
done with both an upright rectangular plane and an
absence of space. Anything on a surface has space behind it. Two colors on the same surface almost always
lie on different depths. An even color, especially in
oil paint, covering all or much of a painting is almost

always both flat and infinitely spatial. The space is shallow in all of the work in which the rectangular plane
is stressed. Rothko’s space is shallow and the soft rectangles are parallel to the plane, but the space is almost
traditionally illusionistic. In Reinhardt’s paintings, just
back from the plane of the canvas, there is a flat plane
and this seems in turn indefinitely deep. Pollock’s paint
is obviously on the canvas, and the space is mainly that
made by any marks on a surface, so that it is not very
descriptive and illusionistic. Noland’s concentric bands
are not as specifically paint-on-a-surface as Pollock’s
paint, but the bands flatten the literal space more. As
flat and unillusionistic as Noland’s paintings are, the
bands do advance and recede. Even a single circle will
warp the surface to it, will have a little space behind it.
Except for a complete and unvaried field of color or
marks, anything spaced in a rectangle and in a plane
suggests something in and on something else, something in its surround, which suggests an object or figure in its space, in which these are clearer instances of
a similar world – that’s the main purpose of painting.
The recent paintings aren’t completely single. There are
a few dominant areas, Rothko’s rectangles or Noland’s
circles, and there is the area around them. There is
a gap between the main forms, the most expressive
parts, and the rest of the canvas, the plane and the
rectangle. The central forms still occur in a wider and
indefinite context, although the singleness of the paintings abridges the general and solipsistic quality of earlier work. Fields are also usually not limited, and they
give the appearance of sections cut from something
indefinitely larger.
Oil paint and canvas aren’t as strong as commercial
paints and as the colors and surfaces of materials,
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Claes Oldenburg,
American (b.
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Switches, 1964. Vinyl
and Dacron, 119.4 x
119.4 x 9.2 cm. The
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas
City, Missouri. Gift
of the Chapin Family
in memory of Susan
Chapin Buckwalter,
65-29. Photo: Joshua
Ferdinand. Art ©
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especially if the materials are used in three dimensions.
Oil and canvas are familiar and, like the rectangular
plane, have a certain quality and have limits. The quality is especially identified with art.
The new work obviously resembles sculpture more
than it does painting, but it is nearer to painting.
Most sculpture is like the painting which preceded
Pollock, Rothko, Still, and Newman. The newest thing
about it is its broad scale. Its materials are somewhat
more emphasized than before. The imagery involves a
couple of salient resemblances to other visible things
and a number of more oblique references, everything
generalized to compatibility. The parts and the space
are allusive, descriptive, and somewhat naturalistic.
Higgins’s sculpture is an example, and, dissimilarly, di
Suvero’s. Higgins’s sculpture mainly suggests machines
and truncated bodies. Its combination of plaster and
metal is more specific. Di Suvero uses beams as if they
were brushstrokes, imitating movement, as Kline did.
The material never has its own movement. A beam
thrusts, a piece of iron follows a gesture; together they
form a naturalistic and anthropomorphic image. The
space corresponds.

There is little of any of this in the new three-dimensional work. So far the most obvious difference within
this diverse work is between that which is something
of an object, a single thing, and that which is open and
extended, more or less environmental. There isn’t as
great a difference in their nature as in their appearance, though. Oldenburg and others have done both.
There are precedents for some of the characteristics of
the new work: the parts are usually subordinate and
not separate in Arp’s sculpture and often in Brancusi’s.
Duchamp’s readymades and other Dada objects are
also seen at once and not part by part. Cornell’s boxes
have too many parts to seem at first to be structured.
Part-by-part structure can’t be too simple or too complicated. It has to seem orderly. The degree of Arp’s
abstraction, the moderate extent of his reference to the
human body, neither imitative nor very oblique, is unlike the imagery of most of the new three-dimensional
work. Duchamp’s bottle-drying rack is close to some
of it. The work of Johns and Rauschenberg and assemblage and low relief generally, Ortman’s reliefs for
example, are preliminaries. Johns’s few cast objects and
a few of Rauschenberg’s works, such as the goat with
the tire, are beginnings.

Most sculpture is made part by part, by addition,
composed. The main parts remain fairly discrete. They
and the small parts are a collection of variations, slight
through great. There are hierarchies of clarity and
strength and of proximity to one or two main ideas.
Wood and metal are the usual materials, either alone
or together, and if together it is without much of a contrast. There is seldom any color. The middling contrast
and the natural monochrome are general and help to
unify the parts.

Some European paintings are related to objects, Klein’s
for instance, and Castellani’s, which have unvaried
fields of low-relief elements. Arman and a few others
work in three dimensions. Dick Smith did some large
pieces in London with canvas stretched over cockeyed
parallelepiped frames and with the surfaces painted
as if the pieces were paintings. Phillip King, also in
London, seems to be making objects. Some of the
work on the West Coast seems to be along this line,
that of Larry Bell, Kenneth Price, Tony Delap, Sven
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Lukin, Bruce Conner, Kienholz of course, and others.
Some of the work in New York having some or most
of the characteristics is that by George Brecht, Ronald
Bladen, John Willenbecher, Ralph Ortiz, Anne Truitt,
Paul Harris, Barry McDowell, John Chamberlain,
Robert Tanner, Aaron Kuriloff, Robert Morris, Nathan
Raisen, Tony Smith, Richard Navin, Claes Oldenburg,
Robert Watts, Yoshimura, John Anderson, Harry
Soviak, Yayoi Kusama, Frank Stella, Salvatore Scarpitta,
Neil Williams, George Segal, Michael Snow, Richard
Artschwager, Arakawa, Lucas Samaras, Lee Bontecou,
Dan Flavin, and Robert Whitman. H. C. Westermann
works in Connecticut. Some of these artists do both
three-dimensional work and paintings. A small
amount of the work of others, Warhol and Rosenquist
for instance, is three-dimensional.
The composition and imagery of Chamberlain’s work is
primarily the same as that of earlier painting, but these
are secondary to an appearance of disorder and are at
first concealed by the material. The crumpled tin tends
to stay that way. It is neutral at first, not artistic, and
later seems objective. When the structure and imagery
become apparent, there seems to be too much tin and
space, more chance and casualness than order. The aspects of neutrality, redundancy, and form and imagery
could not be coextensive without three dimensions and

without the particular material. The color is also both
neutral and sensitive and, unlike oil colors, has a wide
range. Most color that is integral, other than in painting, has been used in three-dimensional work. Color is
never unimportant, as it usually is in sculpture.
Stella’s shaped paintings involve several important
characteristics of three-dimensional work. The periphery of a piece and the lines inside correspond.
The stripes are nowhere near being discrete parts. The
surface is farther from the wall than usual, though it
remains parallel to it. Since the surface is exceptionally unified and involves little or no space, the parallel
plane is unusually distinct. The order is not rationalistic and underlying but is simply order, like that of
continuity, one thing after another. A painting isn’t an
image. The shapes, the unity, projection, order, and
color are specific, aggressive, and powerful.
Painting and sculpture have become set forms. A fair
amount of their meaning isn’t credible. The use of
three dimensions isn’t the use of a given form. There
hasn’t been enough time and work to see limits. So
far, considered most widely, three dimensions are
mostly a space to move into. The characteristics of
three dimensions are those of only a small amount
of work, little compared to painting and sculpture. A
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few of the more general aspects may persist, such as
the work’s being like an object or being specific, but
other characteristics are bound to develop. Since its
range is so wide, three-dimensional work will probably
divide into a number of forms. At any rate, it will be
larger than painting and much larger than sculpture,
which, compared to painting, is fairly particular, much
nearer to what is usually called a form, having a certain
kind of form. Because the nature of three dimensions
isn’t set, given beforehand, something credible can be
made, almost anything. Of course something can be
done within a given form, such as painting, but with
some narrowness and less strength and variation. Since
sculpture isn’t so general a form, it can probably be
only what it is now – which means that if it changes a
great deal it will be something else; so it is finished.
Three dimensions are real space. That gets rid of the
problem of illusionism and of literal space, space in
and around marks and colors – which is riddance
of one of the salient and most objectionable relics of
European art. The several limits of painting are no
longer present. A work can be as powerful as it can
be thought to be. Actual space is intrinsically more
powerful and specific than paint on a flat surface.
Obviously, anything in three dimensions can be any
shape, regular or irregular, and can have any relation
to the wall, floor, ceiling, room, rooms, or exterior or
none at all. Any material can be used, as is or painted.
A work needs only to be interesting. Most works finally have one quality. In earlier art the complexity was
displayed and built the quality. In recent painting the
complexity was in the format and the few main shapes,

which had been made according to various interests
and problems. A painting by Newman is finally no
simpler than one by Cézanne. In the three-dimensional work the whole thing is made according to complex
purposes, and these are not scattered but asserted by
one form. It isn’t necessary for a work to have a lot of
things to look at, to compare, to analyze one by one,
to contemplate. The thing as a whole, its quality as
a whole, is what is interesting. The main things are
alone and are more intense, clear, and powerful. They
are not diluted by an inherited format, variations of a
form, mild contrasts and connecting parts and areas.
European art had to represent a space and its contents
as well as have sufficient unity and aesthetic interest.
Abstract painting before 1946 and most subsequent
painting kept the representational subordination of the
whole to its parts. Sculpture still does. In the new work
the shape, image, color, and surface are single and not
partial and scattered. There aren’t any neutral or moderate areas or parts, any connections or transitional
areas. The difference between the new work and earlier
painting and present sculpture is like that between one
of Brunelleschi’s windows in the Badia di Fiesole and
the façade of the Palazzo Rucellai, which is only an
undeveloped rectangle as a whole and is mainly a collection of highly ordered parts.
The use of three dimensions makes it possible to use
all sorts of materials and colors. Most of the work involves new materials, either recent inventions or things
not used before in art. Little was done until lately with
the wide range of industrial products. Almost nothing
has been done with industrial techniques and, because of the cost, probably won’t be for some time. Art
could be mass-produced, and possibilities otherwise
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unavailable, such as stamping, could be used. Dan
Flavin, who uses fluorescent lights, has appropriated
the results of industrial production. Materials vary
greatly and are simply materials – formica, aluminum,
cold-rolled steel, plexiglass, red and common brass,
and so forth. They are specific. If they are used directly,
they are more specific. Also, they are usually aggressive. There is an objectivity to the obdurate identity
of a material. Also, of course, the qualities of materials – hard mass, soft mass, thickness of 1/32, 1/16, 1/8
inch, pliability, slickness, translucency, dullness – have
unobjective uses. The vinyl of Oldenburg’s soft objects
looks the same as ever, slick, flaccid, and a little disagreeable, and is objective, but it is pliable and can be
sewn and stuffed with air and kapok and hung or set
down, sagging or collapsing. Most of the new materials are not as accessible as oil on canvas and are hard
to relate to one another. They aren’t obviously art. The
form of a work and its materials are closely related.
In earlier work the structure and the imagery were
executed in some neutral and homogeneous material.
Since not many things are lumps, there are problems
in combining the different surfaces and colors, and in
relating the parts so as not to weaken the unity. Threedimensional work usually doesn’t involve ordinary
anthropomorphic imagery. If there is a reference, it is
single and explicit. In any case the chief interests are
obvious. Each of Bontecou’s reliefs is an image. The
image, all of the parts, and the whole shape are coextensive. The parts are either part of the hole or part
of the mound which forms the hole. The hole and the
mound are only two things, which, after all, are the

same thing. The parts and divisions are either radial
or concentric in regard to the hole, leading in and out
and enclosing. The radial and concentric parts meet
more or less at right angles and in detail are structure
in the old sense, but collectively are subordinate to the
single form. Most of the new work has no structure in
the usual sense, especially the work of Oldenburg and
Stella. Chamberlain’s work does involve composition.
The nature of Bontecou’s single image is not so different from that of images which occurred in a small
way in semiabstract painting. The image is primarily a
single emotive one, which alone wouldn’t resemble the
old imagery so much, but to which internal and external references, such as violence and war, have been
added. The additions are somewhat pictorial, but the
image is essentially new and surprising; an image has
never before been the whole work, been so large, been
so explicit and aggressive. The abatised orifice is like
a strange and dangerous object. The quality is intense
and narrow and obsessive. The boat and the furniture
that Kusama covered with white protuberances have a
related intensity and obsessiveness and are also strange
objects. Kusama is interested in obsessive repetition,
which is a single interest. Yves Klein’s blue paintings
are also narrow and intense.
The trees, figures, food, or furniture in a painting have
a shape or contain shapes that are emotive. Oldenburg
has taken this anthropomorphism to an extreme and
made the emotive form, with him basic and biopsychological, the same as the shape of an object, and by
blatancy subverted the idea of the natural presence of
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human qualities in all things. And further, Oldenburg
avoids trees and people. All of Oldenburg’s grossly anthropomorphized objects are man-made – which right
away is an empirical matter. Someone or many made
these things and incorporated their preferences. As
practical as an ice-cream cone is, a lot of people made
a choice, and more agreed, as to its appearance and
existence. This interest shows more in the recent appliances and fixtures from the home and especially in the
bedroom suite, where the choice is flagrant. Oldenburg
exaggerates the accepted or chosen form and turns it
into one of his own. Nothing made is completely objective, purely practical, or merely present. Oldenburg
gets along very well without anything that would ordinarily be called structure. The ball and cone of the
large ice-cream cone are enough. The whole thing is
a profound form, such as sometimes occurs in primitive art. Three fat layers with a small one on top are
enough. So is a flaccid, flamingo switch draped from
two points. Simple form and one or two colors are
considered less by old standards. If changes in art are
compared backward, there always seems to be a reduction, since only old attributes are counted and these are
always fewer. But obviously new things are more, such
as Oldenburg’s techniques and materials. Oldenburg
needs three dimensions in order to simulate and enlarge a real object and to equate it and an emotive
form. If a hamburger were painted it would retain
something of the traditional anthropomorphism.
George Brecht and Robert Morris use real objects and
depend on the viewer’s knowledge of these objects.
This article was commissioned by Arts Yearbook and
published one year later than written. – Donald Judd
Donald Judd Text © Judd Foundation
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Concretely.
On historic Concrete Art
Teresa Lanceta
I begin this text, concretely, on the 12 April 2020, after having spent many
days thinking it over, locked down, wondering, for instance, how to contrast
certain information. This is not possible, I tell myself, and so my text will probably be limited to memories and thoughts from when, many years ago, I tried
to dig into the traces of Balla’s Iridescent Interpenetrations. Probably carried
away by my admiration for those small works, I overvalued my own considerations, and may still be doing so today in spite of all the years that have passed.
However, this text is not about those pieces, but about other works in similar
realms. But, as I still write from lockdown, and time does not stop and the
days go by quickly, I will begin, and ask readers to contrast my assertions and
to correct what they consider appropriate.
***
In 1965, the exhibition The Responsive Eye opened at the MoMA. It was curated by William C. Seitz, an important, serious researcher, critic and curator. The exhibition was widely visited at the MoMA, as well as other museums
it travelled to. Well-known artists such as Josef Albers and Victor Vasarely
were part of it, but for most of the participating artists, in particular the
Europeans, it was a stroke of luck to have been selected; not all of them
were well-known, and less so in America, which had consolidated its position
as the great showcase of art, where the decisions were made, art was purchased, and artists’ worth was evaluated.
But luck does not always mean good fortune. So I have my doubts about
whether the consequences of this exhibition for art, and certain artists in
particular, were as favourable as hoped. I refer here to the manner in which
their ideas and work were valued subsequently.
The exhibition was successful in terms of number of visitors, and was highly
praised in newspaper and magazine reviews. Records show, though, that it
also received vicious critiques and was fiercely rejected by the high priests of
art. The works on show were exclusively defined as Op art, or Kinetic art, thus
guiding the visitors’ perspective towards an idea that these works were no
more than paintings moving in the eyes, or gadgets moving in space. This was
a useful concept that overjoyed viewers, and it meant that other concepts
that might have allowed a deeper view into the works were dismissed. Many
other disconsiderations were also left out. But let us now go back in history.
Constructivism, Unism, De Stijl and the Concrete artists understood art as a
force for change. These were coetaneous movements that tended towards
the geometrical and permeated one another, adjoining their presence to art
and design schools such as the Bauhaus – places where artists could express,
exchange and transmit their thinking. Artists would work with architects or
designers on related projects, or set up programs that they advertised in selfpublished magazines or in group exhibitions. They shared their ideas with others, attempting to adapt objects, housing and cities to arising situations.
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Constructivism, for instance, was artistically, politically and educationally
committed to the Soviet Revolution and aimed to transform the world – a firm
ethical commitment that underlies the convictions of any pioneer. A “constructive” approach and art complemented and made fertile contributions to
a society which, for the first time, was perceiving itself as universal. The first
abstract generations, in spite of persecution, war and difficulties, managed to
impact their societies by grounding their work in the creative nature of art as
a specific, differentiating occurrence.
These artists were strong theoreticians: Wladyslaw Strzeminski and Theo van
Doesburg’s ideas are landmarks in twentieth century art theory. Their ideas
are clear and profound, and were taken up and barely modified in the writings
of Minimal and Conceptual art. The 1930 Manifesto of Concrete Art declared
the utopian premise, “Art is universal”, and defended a form of abstraction
free of symbolic associations, refusing any vestiges of the figurative and arguing that lines and colours must be concrete and plain, with form predominating over colour and clarity as an absolute value. Any expression of feelings
was to have no place. The creative system projected by these artists aimed
beyond painting or sculpture; ideas were to guide the materialisation of work,
which would be grounded in innovatory exploration and the investigation of
new techniques and materials.
Graphic design became a transcendental means for communicating revolutionary ideas, as did industrial design, photography, installation, stage design and
specific objects; everything could be transformed, or transform. Nevertheless,
the strictness of these concepts did not prevent other sensitive facets of human experience from entering, such as emotion, critique, humour, irony, uncertainty or feelings. Despite the strictness of these concepts, however, other
sensitive facets of human experience such as emotion, critique, humour, irony,
uncertainty and feelings were also given a parallel space in other forms of artistic expression. Certain artists even created a double under a pseudonym, as in
Van Doesburg’s Dadaist activities under the name I. K. Bonset, or Jean Arp.
These artists made theatre and toys, or invented performative nights, like
Sophie Taeuber-Arp at Cabaret Voltaire. But contrary to expectations, and
sooner than anyone could have thought, the persecution of art and artists with revolutionary leanings – who became victims, or were thrown into
forced exile – left Russia, and the countries that fell under its power, devoid
of its heroic pioneering generations. Emigrants fled en masse from Nazi terror and persecution in Germany; death came, but a fortunate few were able
to continue their research, teaching and work in Switzerland or the United
States. Many of the artists who fled managed to continue to disseminate their
knowledge at schools and universities. The intensity of European exile came to
nourish American art, which picked up on the geometrical formal principles
of the pioneering movements, while losing the utopian, collective meaning
that characterised them. From the fifties onwards, geometrical abstraction in
both Europe and America moved into serialization, repetitive structures, the
use of recently incorporated materials, and scientific research, in particular on the nature of vision. Those young artists were the Minimalists, GRAV,
Hard-edge, and Italian groups that lost the collective and social notions of
their predecessors, unlike their Latin American Neo-Concrete counterparts
in Venezuela, Brazil, etc. The concept of the object was radicalised in different places. American artists set a standard of exaggeratedly large dimensions
which has continued to mark the art world. Notwithstanding their differences,
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the art movements of that time complemented one another and partook of a
similar sensibility that was to mark its century. After the fifties, the same principles were adopted by figurative art and naturalistic abstraction. Are Warhol’s
images of Marilyn Monroe and car accidents not also subject to geometrical
repetition? Are his works, which clearly refer to advertising and the media, not
underlain by the ideas of the Constructivists and Concrete Art? Are the figures
in his work not displayed within a concrete geometrical structure?
Among the many refugees who made their way to New York were László
Moholy-Nagy in 1937 and the Albers in 1933. These artists made a fertile contribution to art education. In his lessons in Chicago, Moholy-Magy made
detailed analyses of machines and the construction of three-dimensional
objects “constructed” out of new materials, such as acrylic glass, glass and
metal. These were always asymmetrically balanced, which happened to favour
the development of specific objects.
Although there existed many friendships and strong communication between
young artists – in Black Mountain, for instance, potent exchanges took place
between them – previous ideas of collective social construction no longer
guided these artists. The most salient disagreements, misunderstandings and
quarrels of the avant-garde movements had a different tenor to the differences we find in the mid twentieth century.
There was by then an exacerbated sense of individuality, partly owing to a system in which the market had now become a driving force, through the galleries, which mediated between artists, collectors and museums. This had already occurred in Europe with figurative and abstract naturalistic painting and
sculpture unrelated to art education. Unism, Constructivism and Concretism’s
ideas of tending bridges between art and society vanished from the proposals
and practices of art education. The commitment to transformational programs of social ideology we find in schools like the Bauhaus evaporated. Art
schools from the World Wars to the present day have undertaken to teach
knowledge almost exclusively related to the subject of art itself, focusing on
the languages of art without the presupposition of social implications; artists
have deserted art education as a social force, and schools no longer welcome
them for the task. The Bauhaus, before the war, and Black Mountain College,
after it, are quality archetypes for these opposing ideas.
Constructivism and other related movements acknowledge the relationship
between individual and collective art and social commitment as factors intrinsic to art, while their descendants – Minimalism, Hard-edge and Op art,
consider art to be a value in itself. A deep split opened up between the art of
life proclaimed by utopian art tendencies, and art for art’s sake as defended
after World War II, in spite of the proximity of abstract geometrical painting
and its concepts. The first Constructivists flooded art with their dances, theatre, parties and interest in the other art: traditional craftwork – although this
was almost exclusively and almost obligatorily made by women, such as Anni
Albers, Sophie Taeuber, Natalia Goncharova or Liubov Popova.
The new Constructivist groups of the fifties and sixties tended towards further investigation of the same concepts; but the art market and its characteristics caused a tendency towards individualism in those abstract geometrical
movements, whose proposals for concrete objects were no longer to feed
the utopian dream of revolution either through art or outside of it. Art that
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favoured the collective as a political struggle moved into the sidelines, in
concrete commitments and particular constructions, as in the Venezuelan
neo-Concretists or Brazilian artists such as Lygia Clark or Hélio Oiticica – who
in spite of living under the cruelty of the Brazilian dictatorship worked with
colourful geometries alongside works like Tropicalia or his Parangolés – or,
in 1968, the artistic demonstration Tucumán Arde by a group of artists during
the Argentinian dictatorship, or Violencia by Juan Carlos Romero, an artist
who moved from concrete art into political contestation. Tucumán Arde and
Violencia are emotive, strongly felt works that use graphic design and printing
– concrete actions that place art in the realm of everything: on the streets,
making concrete facts universal. Concrete art’s utopian aims turned real. The
concrete is universal.
Another political artistic periphery, this time completely distanced from geometry though related to Dada actions, theatre and parties, are specifically
feminist performances by artists such as VALIE EXPORT – whose Action Pants:
Genital Panic seems to be saying, “My body is not a battlefield, it’s the battle”
– or Teresa Margolles and many others. However, women’s introduction into
art of their own bodies, one of their greatest contributions to art, has opened
up a new paradigm, previously unknown in western art, which greatly exceeds
the aims of this text, and will therefore be left for another occasion.
And now we come to the mixed fortunes of The Responsive Eye.
At the time when Moholy-Nagy was professor at the Bauhaus, industry was
trusted by artists and machines gave them hope. World War II had not yet
unleashed its destructive force. Moholy-Nagy analysed the makings of threedimensional “constructed” objects built out of new materials in his lessons.
He investigated light, which was an essential part of his work in sculpture
and photography, but in Chicago these studies were not as well-received as
expected. The relationship between art and science had changed; studies
of light and artefacts had been absorbed by new technologies, which were
growing and spreading exorbitantly. Art was beginning to see technology and
science merely as instruments to be used. The selection of works and explanations offered for them in The Responsive Eye actually degraded the meaning the title itself suggested, which assigned the appreciation of and commitment towards the works to a responsible, receptive and consequently, active
and creative eye – not a simple organ of vision. Thus, the comprehension and
proper appreciation of many of the works in the exhibition was thwarted; in
particular, the works by European artists; those living in the United States like
Frank Stella or Larry Poons were able to counterbalance the perspective in
later exhibitions and ended up profiting from their own inclusion.
Another hindrance was the profusion of fake optical and scientific effects in
the work of Vasarely, one of the most famous artists in the exhibition, whose
work tended to be filled with tricks and effects that hampered understanding of other artists’ work, such as François Morellet, a conceptual minimalist
full of humour and intelligence who exhibited a simple grid from 1985. The
piece was to give rise in 1973 to a polemical discussion in Flash Art between
Alexander von Berswordt-Wallrabe, Morellet’s German gallerist, and Sol
LeWitt’s gallerist, on the beginnings of the latter’s grid works. The discussion
extended into the April and March issues. LeWitt gave several interviews, denying, as others also did, that he knew Morellet’s work, although years later,
in the catalogue of his anthological exhibition at the MoMA, he admitted he
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“might have known” it. Morellet was a mute witness to the debate. The exhibition was also a great disappointment and a millstone for Bridget Riley. Her
work led to a long, important copyright trial.
Luck is not fortune, though it can be a way to step into her wheel.
***
Like all of you must be, I am still confined, on this concrete day, 30 April
2020, on which I shall write the last lines of this text; and so tomorrow, the
First of May, I will celebrate and lie in the sun.
The handira (White roses)
I feel she is a person. A woman who lives, shares a heaven with me and is here
just as I am there. This person has revealed herself to be a particular, a concrete person, a real woman with a real, concrete life. She has revealed herself
to be a person…
And she is like me; she was born as I was and we have the same profound rights.
In our depths we are fairly similar. We are all the same though we are unique,
though we are different, and with this handira I experience this profoundly.
Through this handira I receive an unexpected gift, a concise assertion: it revealed the presence of someone. It showed me the existence of a real person,
a concrete existence, not an anonymous, featureless, exchangeable being. The
handira has not revealed a name or pinpoint a place, but signals a real living
being, and unveils the fact that collective art is not a uniform magma or a gigantic hand that does everything; there are real people, concrete existences,
one by one, unique and singular. I understood that the art object is not indifferent; beyond any other consideration, it relates people with one another.
In the mid-eighties I started working on the textiles of the Middle Atlas, and
have continued to do so until the present day. From the moment I began, intuitively, I decided that, as far as possible, I would develop this work in a minimum of three extended stages. I also made up my mind that when I worked
on the theme, whether on my loom, or by sewing, or painting, in video or in
writing, I would base my work on a particular original textile which would govern my own one. The original piece would be my guide and link to the textile
tradition and its female artists, and would thus always be present as I worked
on my own piece; that is, a previously chosen traditional textile would lay the
path I must follow. I also resolved that both the traditional textile and my own
must be exhibited together and displayed in publications the same way. As
time has passed, these hunches have gained theoretical consistency, and to
my own amazement have been more fruitful than I could ever have imagined.
In the late nineties I began work on some stories about these Middle Atlas
textiles, short narratives that I also spontaneously spoke into a recorder without any kind of previous text. These stories gave rise to White roses.
When I told the story of The handira I was also shocked by how perturbed I
felt. I would never have imagined that in order to name someone I had never
met, I would say the word “concrete” with so much feeling.
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concrete art
[1936-1949]
max bill
we call “concrete art” works of art created according to their own techniques and
laws, without borrowing from external natural phenomena or transforming them; that
is, works that are not the result of a process of abstraction.
concrete art is autonomous in its specificity. it is the expression of the human spirit,
destined for the human spirit, and possesses the acuity, clarity and perfection which
one expects from works of the human spirit.
concrete painting and sculpture are the result of giving form to the visually perceptible.
their creative tools are colour, space, light and movement. by giving form to these elements, one creates new realities. abstract ideas which previously existed only in the
mind are made visible in a concrete form.
in short, concrete art is the pure expression of harmonious measure and law. it organizes systems and gives life to these arrangements by means of art. it is real and spiritual; non-naturalistic while close to nature. it aspires to the universal yet cultivates the
unique; it suppresses individuality in favour of the individual.

English translation published in the
exhibition catalogue Max Bill (Madrid:
Fundación Juan March / Editorial Arte
y Ciencia, 2015, p. 269). © jakob bill
c/o max, binia + jakob bill foundation)
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Elena Aitzkoa /
Frederic Montornés

A Written Interview
This interview was conducted entirely by email between
March 13 and April 24, 2020: right in the middle of
lockdown. Each email I sent Elena had a single question,
whose answer she would send back to me. Everything
was done in writing, without a single phone call. For me,
the end of this correspondence was like severing a sort of
umbilical cord.
FM: There’s a space, a landscape, and running through
it, compositions of pieces, fragments of stories gathered together, models of common living. A setting
peopled with sculptures. And then we hear a whistle,
you singing, and finally your steps, walking. The audience listens and pays attention, letting themselves be
carried along by your actions. You take out a piece of
paper and read out a poem. Elena, your practice contains a lot of sedimentation, the process by which matter is transported by different agents or acts as basic
as introducing, surrounding, tying, sinking, pouring,
leaning. Matter in your work is deposited and creates a
kind of polysemic body. To what extent does the concrete resound in your work?
EA: The act of loving is a concrete act. As we begin
to become aware of the other, there is no other way.
Everything around conspires, orders itself, and discriminates in order to become something, to become
concrete and be given or received. I think poetry is
also this.
Picking up on your words, “a polysemic body”. This is
true, my works are polysemic bodies. I think they’re
bodies and landscapes, too; when that doesn’t occur I
don’t like them so much. From what I get back from
other people they are body, landscape, and history too.
I treat everything as nature. Rain, sun, disasters are my
actions (binding, breaking, taking out, wrapping, folding, braiding…). I wonder who is the agent of these actions, what physical law, what god. And I would say it
is me working intensely with the memory of my body
and emotions. And so I act on things again and again
until I get to a certain place.
FM: Your whistling is reminiscent of birdsong; the
concave forms in your works, of snails; your accumulations of materials, of the ecosystems that survive
between rocks; and the surface of your sculptures, of
the roughness of earth or the feel of moss. Your poetry
also takes us back to the natural world: trees, flowers,
rivers, the sea, air, rain, animals… Why this proximity
with nature?

EA: Nature is us, and this is the nature I am trying
to get to know. To see it developing, unfolding, happening in its own beauty and all of its modes. I feel
intuitively that the wonder I find in nature, particularly
in Apodaka, Álava, is not so far from what we are. But
I also like making city poems or domestic sculptures.
We never really stop being nature. Our nature completely overflows the borders of civilization.
FM: Your practice runs between sculpture, drawing,
collage, poetry and film; it moves plurally, dynamically,
organically, through experience. But all these areas
have something in common: feelings, emotions and
thoughts are communicated with the same intensity.
How and when did you become interested in art?
EA: That’s an exciting question, but I’m not quite sure
how it really happened. This is like a soft sac of something, it’s prehistory. I was at home with my mum and
I liked having birthday parties for my cuddly toys. I’d
put an empty fruit box on the living room carpet with
a tablecloth on it and we’d all sit around it. And when
my mum and I went walking with my grandma, particularly up this one hill, there were times when I took
a checkered napkin and laid it straight out on the grass,
and then I put a glass jar with water that sparkled, and
a carrot, for the rabbits. I don’t know if I drew or painted much then. My dad used to go off to work and I was
quite happy at home with my mum and grandma. But
then when I was three and a half I was taken to school.
All that novelty overwhelmed me. So after a lot of tantrums I managed to get them to take me out of there.
Then there was a year-long truce, and maybe it was
then that I started doing so much drawing. It’s possible
something kicked into action out of fear, but the pleasure of making has always been there. A lot of love for
the world, a bit of fear, and the pleasure of creating my
own world, in relation with.
FM: You mention your living room carpet, or the grass
on the hill… The ground has become the place where
you lay your sculptures, and where you walk barefoot
in every performance.
EA: The Earth’s surface is a hospitable place. We are
lucky to be in contact with something we feel is so
huge and magnetic. A celestial body. A huge ball,
which as we experience it, spreads out around us like
a carpet. Just as the carpet in my early childhood was
an absolute terrain somewhere between my games
and one or two other small human beings. There is a
direct agency of representation between the Earth’s
great surface and the unfathomableness of space. Space
as a pure possibility to exist is given to the Earth as an
extension. So existing is a chance to carve a path with
your body, your voice. I suppose it’s all a matter of
scale, because the Earth is a body, too, like we are. And
we are space, inside and out. However you look at it, I
do like the Earth’s surface, it gives me a lot of love and
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I love the ways it is combed. I remember smelling my
mum’s pyjamas in her unmade bed when I was little.
That to me is the surface of the Earth.

salty water in the crack a tiny flower adorns the edge
and the edge gets to blossom – the hollow is breathing
– this is me – who loves you so…

FM: Last year, in the Museo Patio Herreriano in
Valladolid, you made a specific intervention, Zarza
Corazón, for the Capilla de los Condes de Fuensaldaña.
You exhibited works you’d made at different times,
and on the day of the opening you did a performance.
Once again, it showed how your work is not projectbased but performative; it’s a complex organism made
of matter and soul, sculpture, music and poetry. What
does that exhibition mean to you?

EA: After I’d finished that set of sculptures, twelve or
thirteen, I had to make some boxes for them and it
was in that space of time that I felt I’d made or found a
treasure. I share my studio with others and my area is
really dirty and not close to the window. As I finished
off the sculptures I’d take them to a common area
which has a window opening into it in the wall. They
were very close together in there. Then came my friend
Josu and we took out the ones that weren’t necessary,
and had a good look at them and placed them facing
the light. They were pale in colour: light grey, an acidic,
very light green, and an almost white orange colour.
Very light on the ground, gathering all the light in the
opening. Completely roughly made but extremely delicate. The most beautiful things I have ever made. And
there they were, being born.

EA: I was so happy to be able to put those sculptures
in a place whose space already can be so strongly felt.
For me, the way those sculptures relate to the world
(in spite of the fact that they seek to exist poetically) is
completely physical. They relate like a tree, a stone or
a chair, though each of these things has infinite levels.
The Capilla de los Condes de Fuensaldaña, because of
its size, emptiness and architecture, favoured that kind
of relationship I seek so strongly between the sculptures, the space and people, to come about. I suppose
that my ideal (aesthetically speaking) is to recreate a
very particular kind of landscape which I know, and
the highly significant way in which bodies (their bulk)
appear in the landscape, describing it. Here, I was able
to bring together around twenty-five sculptures. Half
of them were a selection of pieces from different times
in my work since 2008. The other half was a set of
new sculptures which had come out of a really intense
creative process in the previous months. I went to set
up the show with all the excitement of the new work.
The new spaces that were opening up in the sculptures
sheltered the other more dense and compact ones that
were carried across from another moment.
The fact that sculptures from processes whose times
and quantities differ is something I find very positive,
beautiful, and which fits in very well with the nature
of my work. Generally, all of them spread across the
ground in a bird’s eye view are stones, for the body
walking through the space without stopping, they are
other bodies, but each one also has a meaning of its
own (similarly to an ecosystem, or a poem). That is
why they work together so well. I think each detail
begins to acquire meaning in a new order.
FM: You were speaking of your excitement in your new
work when you went to set up in Valladolid. Would you
like to say anything else about those new works?
EA: To answer that properly I need to be able to connect with that feeling of being completely inside creation, on the threshold of a birth. Here are some of the
titles: night on the moon, yellow bramble, ember, lichen,
oxygen, chlorophyll, wisp, fox. Concavities, receptacles,
erosion. Bare seabed, the rock gets born. And from the

Then at the Patio Herreriano, I spread them out without realising it, cutting their umbilical cord and mixing
them together. Their placenta of light vanished. Josu
and I saw it. Maybe one day I’ll dare, or we will, to
share a space like that with others.
FM: You normally make your sculptural work, the
material part of what you do, in your Bilbao studio and
in Apodaka. How much does physical space influence
your work? Do you write poetry in your workshop?
EA: I never normally write at night, but lockdown
(March-April 2020) has been when I’ve felt most free.
To find metaphor I normally need an outside to free
me up and connect me with that state of attention/
creation. So, with poetry, going out to walk sets off
that movement inside me which relates closely to the
movement of my body and things that happen. An
open relationship with space in itself.
Recently when I go out, I’ve been composing from
memory, or sometimes writing things down on a piece
of paper, and then back at home, I write directly onto
an email with my phone (with one finger). Now that
we can’t go out during the day, in my day to day tasks
sometimes images appear, or sometimes write a couple
of sentences down on my hand, and then at night in
bed then that space arises. I guess there must be hidden streams underground.
Sculpture already has a landscape. Action gets me
going. It is a symbolic walk in which the body is exceptionally active and movements stretch beyond the
useful quotidian and extend to the whole of memory.
There is a bodily liberation. An emotional liberation
of the body. My studio is full of remnants. It’s a field. A
versatile field where matter moves me. Movement conjures up and in a minute I’m hypnotized.
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I’ve also made sculptures in a little house, a flat, a room
or a kitchen. When that happens, there has normally
been some kind of love moving the atmosphere, somewhere among the cups, the panties or underpants. That
brings about another movement, smaller in its outward
manifestation, but…
I’ve told you about going outside, the hill, my studio in
Bilbao, and also my experience in other houses. The studio in Apodaka is a piece of land with two small houses
on it. It’s totally hybrid, I do whatever I like there.
FM: “… cups, panties, underpants…”: your attachment to objects and things that have touched your skin
really stands out. The first time I saw you was when
you performed in the garden at Halfhouse, Barcelona.
You’d scattered your works across the ground, and the
most special moment for me was when you moved towards one of them to complete it with a piece of clothing you were wearing. What had seemed like an inert
object suddenly came alive and even the smell of your
body must have affected the work like any other matter. Unlike other artistic practices which make use of
cloth or textiles, what I see in your way of incorporating them is a desire to break all limits and bare yourself
completely, wholly, with no circumlocutions, no prejudices, no makeup or deodorant. It’s very intimate.
EA: Look, I don’t know. Panties, underpants, little
cups, well, these are all my favourite objects. I guess
because of seeing them so often, but I also really like
their morphology. A shape bound by an umbilical cord
to its usage. I suppose that since human life began, the
making of the objects we use is inseparably bound to
affect and desire. In a certain way, too, they are symbolic pieces and bridges as well as useful. Like words
– which we must not forget, were born in our mouths,
the mouth that drinks and kisses (and where a fly
might perch to its own surprise).
What can we do, if we all share an origin both real
and symbolic. There is a breach between culture and
slavery. Art also wants to mend that space of unease.
Each practice is a tendency. My tendency is to unite,
but I’m aware that I possess a space for representation,
and in that space I inoculate a concentrated dose of my
longing or lack, which, with a little bit of magic (which
I know how to do) becomes complete. I mean, I love
taking my panties off and putting them on a sculpture.
But I also like panties dropped on the ground and
turned into a statue after rolling down my legs: with
the cloth all twisted up – into two encirclements – and
you twist your hands in a simple gesture and they’re
the symbol of the infinite. Perhaps that’s the way
Russian Constructivism was born, I don’t know. Those
early twentieth century women were really daring.
Anyway, I would say it’s nice to think that I like those
things so much because they’ve been close to my skin,
that would indicate a lot of self-love. And there is some

of that. But also, let’s not forget that morphologically,
with some exceptions, my body is almost the same as
any other human being’s. And so by extension, so are
love and caring, I think.
FM: In 2018 you brought out Nuestro amor nació en la
Edad Media, a visual narrative, an experience, linked
to “something” that happened in Marguerite Duras’
The Ravishing of Lol V. Stein. Will you speak a little
about that film?
EA: Like you say, the film premiered in 2018 at the
Círculo de Bellas Artes in Madrid, at the Pantalla
Fantasma festival, and then in 2019, at FAS, Bilbao, in
the Kinu program.1 The final montage of the film ends
with me giving an explanation and drawing a parallel between Marguerite Duras’ character Lol V. Stein,
and “something” that I say we are going to try and
represent.
I got an invitation from Idoia Zabaleta, who runs the
Azala space for creation, to direct a creative process
with a group, and I had the freedom to invite whoever
I wanted, and both of us soon came up with the idea of
making a film or live representation, maybe in verse,
maybe sung, in which we ourselves were the characters. In order to do that we went to Azala and stayed
there together a couple of times. With everyone’s help,
I managed to get together a first story, which was
mostly related to scenes in the forest, where we appear
in fancy dress. It was a story of a mother and son who
lived in a birch forest protected by an elliptical bell,
right in the middle of rural life and its apparent atrociousness in the Middle Ages. We worked with that,
but other things also crept in. The present.
I would say it was about trying to represent, through
a simulacrum or fairy tale, an ineffable experience of
a subject (also a woman and an artist) surrounding
something intense: an experience of incommunicable
pain connected to love.
On the process, I will say it was a great adventure to
be able to share it with so many artist friends, and that
determined everything. I will also mention the process
of mounting with Usue Arrieta, and the warm shelter
of Azala.
After some time, I think we are left with two things: the
shared experience of creating, and this 40-minute film.
FM: Last year in Granada and Madrid you presented
Paraíso Terrenal, an installation of sculptures made
out of branches, leaves and fabric, your body, your
whistling, voice and a vinyl album. The album is a
highly singular ode to nature, a record of poems you
recited with sounds of the forest. Those poems are
1. Kinu is a recent initiative from artists Usue Arrieta and Ainara
Elgoibar to discuss the moving image in art.
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so beautiful. Were they conceived for that particular
format?

and your work smells of love… Perhaps you’d have
something to add?

EA: No. The poems came into being at their own pace,
and fortunately coincided very well with Grupo de
Fe’s invitation to make a vinyl record. They – Paloma
Gámez, in particular – asked me to do this after seeing
one of my first performances at a night we organised
in 2013 in Madrid, “Pop Radical Vasco”. And a couple
of years later the invitation came, no hurry. About the
poems, when I look them up these are the dates I find:
autumn 2014, B-side poems, “dream”; spring-autumn
2017, A-side poems, “reality”; autumn 2018, A-side is
recorded, “reality”; autumn 2019, B-side is recorded,
“dream”. Both the poems and the recordings of them
were made in Apodaka and closely related to the places
they came out of. So the A-side is entirely recorded in
my own little terrain, and the B-side mainly along the
dry river bed, and also at Lake Lendia with a handheld sound recorder.

EA: Well, just to thank you, Fede, for your attention
and for suggesting such a nice way to do the interview,
question by question, giving each one its own time. I’ve
really enjoyed it.

We made the first presentation of the album at the
botanical garden in Granada.
FM: Elena, I’d love to carry on writing, but I think
we’re going to have to break it off here. This conversation, with the help of our writing and time, has told me
that you work with bodies and landscapes; you give a
voice to matter through text; you treat everything as
nature; you work with the memory of your body and
emotions; your sculptures’ relationship to the world is
strongly physical; they are ecosystems, but poems too;

Set of sculptures at
Larraskitu workshop,
Bilbao 2019. Photo:
Elena Aitzkoa
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When in doubt: stop, think and
ask1
Ainara Elgoibar
From March 2015 to July 2017, I went to work at the Guardian Industries Inc.
factory in Llodio, Álava. Guardian is an American family multinational, one of
whose enterprises is producing glass. The Llodio factory currently produces
transparent float glass with an oven that supplies the automobile and architecture sectors both in Spain and outside the country.
I had previously visited the building with Alex, a friend who works there. On the
visit I had seen a series of photos hanging on both sides of the passage into
the factory. The images showed the company’s history through the different
production techniques it had worked with over time, and also through the series of extensions to its premises, depicted in aerial photographs of what had
previously been Villosa S.A., now Guardian. When, two years later, I returned
to the same passage, I noticed that the photos had disappeared. They were
replaced by new images of the inside of the factory and, on the opposite wall,
a set of panels in plain colours printed with a white text stating the values of a
new company, Koch Industries, the American industrial conglomerate that had
acquired Guardian.
I asked about the missing photos and their whereabouts. With Alex and Aitor,
also a worker at Guardian, we searched the premises for them. By following a
thread of information we learnt that the photos, as with audio-visual material
in general at Guardian, were separated into three locations: an “official” archive kept under lock and key in a cabinet in the boardroom next to the director’s office; a small room under the tool storage room where the photos from
the passage were stored; and a “non-official” archive, now in a state of abandonment in the old management’s offices, from when Guardian was Villlosa.
This was in what was now known as the pressed glass plant, which is currently
unused. The entrance to this space was once located at the front of the building, which you had to access by crossing the river, in the area separating the
building from the railway. Today, however, the main entrance to the plant is on
one side of the warehouses built on the other side of the railway in one of the
most recent extensions to the premises.
Wanting to study the Guardian-Villosa photographic archives, I used the new
entrance fairly often. First I had to pass the security guard’s booth, where the
staff were notified of my visit and an ID card was made up for me to carry on
my person everywhere. Past security, I went into a hall where a backlit glass
window displayed an account of the company’s history. There I was met by
Alex, who accompanied me down to the end of the passage, where the IPE
(Individual Protection Equipment) storage room was. As a visitor, I had to wear a
florescent jacket with “Visitor” printed on it, safety footwear and goggles. Long
sleeves were also required.
At first, either Alex or Aitor or both would always accompany me to the nonofficial archive. The space slowly became a sort of studio. We would go up the
1. This is an edited version of the talk by the same name given at Tabakalera San Sebastian in 2018.
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stairs from IPE to the plant, then turn right and cross a walkway to a different
building, a warehouse for automobile glass just above the float oven, and then
go through the warehouse, down a staircase to the oven area, and on the floor
in between, in front of the oven warning system, turn right again and then along
another walkway to the pressed glass plant. Only three people worked on that
floor; two engineers in the lab, and me in the old management offices.
In time I was allowed to walk to my space on my own. To do this I had to
prove that I knew all the company safety regulations. There were two steps to
prove this: one was administrative, and the other physical, performative. The
administrative step involved registering my “labour” status with Guardian on
the labour safety management system, which was outsourced by Guardian to a
company named Envira. I was given a user profile and password with Envira. On
logging into their web, their system required me to read a document explaining factory safety regulations. I had to read this and register my acceptance of
the norms. Physically, the regulations were manifested in everyday movements;
particularly in how we were supposed to get from one place to another and
move around the factory. I must always hold onto the handrail by the staircase
when I went up and down it, and always follow the painted lines on the ground –
horizontal white marks on a blue background with yellow lines along the sides.
These guidelines where what I followed each day on my journey there and
back, although not always. When I reached the printing floor, the lines on the
ground and handrails disappeared. First they were replaced by white marks on
the grey cement, but after a certain point, after crossing the main space in the
warehouse, they were no longer there. I then had to carry on walking, continue
on straight, go down some concrete stairs on the left, and on the bottom floor,
turn 180 degrees, then carry on straight, go right at the end, straight on again,
and then after 50 metres, go through a wooden door on the left opposite a
storeroom for iron trestles.
The wooden door led onto a room with wooden tables – for designers – and
a fallen-in ceiling. Under the ruins were documents and photos. On the left,
by some map cabinets, I had to go through a plywood doorway in a modular
wall, to finally reach what ended up being my studio, among photos, 16mm
and Super 8 filmstrips, half-inch magnetic tape, U-Matic, Betacam, VHS, Hi-8,
documents, maps, posters, negatives, books, safety manuals, dust and cigarette butts. Naturally it was forbidden to smoke in the building. Curiously, the
cigarette butts appeared right where the white lines on the ground ended. Alex
and Aitor would also often come to my studio for a visit and a smoke.
Before long I was getting emails from Envira. According to Alex, the person in
charge of Health and Safety in the company was also receiving messages, which
she/he resent to Alex asking for explanations on my situation and the work I
was doing.
Health and Safety was a small department, but an important one if the number
of posters and noticeboards on my normal route were any indication. In the IPE
rooms there was a poster saying,
“Our view on Safety:
Here at Guardian, our commitment is to ZERO.
NOTHING is more important than your and your team’s personal safety.”
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All deviations from zero were regularly measured, so that the number of accidents was statistically recorded on boards on the walls of the busiest spaces,
where they could be read by all workers. The most frequented space was the
passageway into the buildings where the photos were hanging. All workers had
to go through this space on their way in, like I did.
The statistics displayed and analysed the number of incidents: their severity,
reasons, and means of prevention. This system for improvement was based on
logical feedback, as were the systems for improving production used in other
sections of the company, such as the float department – the hot and cold oven
system. The analyses were shown on a board on the landing where I turned
right at the bottom of the stairs after the walkway to the pressed glass plant.
The flow chart on the board was introduced by information on the number of
days the oven had been working without a single fault. Next, according to the
errors and their frequency, they were analysed by cause and cost.
The information used to compile these analyses is available on the company’s
computer systems. Records are automatically generated by the same information systems that control and quantify production, accounting, stocks, human
resources, sales, dispatches, etc. The type of integrated information systems
used for this purpose in almost all companies of a certain size are generically
known as ERP, Enterprise Resource Planning. An ERP is like an outfit specifically
designed or customised to record specific information useful to a particular
company. Information must be broadly considered here as a record of consecutive choices between a limited number of options. For instance, one could
choose to record which of a company’s employees pressed a button that set
off a series of actions in its production, such as a movement by an articulated
arm with six axes on whose head a grid of suckers lifts up a glass panel, separates it from the rest, and places it on the conveyor feeding a solar glass coater
manufacturing Gold 20.
In order to elucidate causes and effects from their data, businesses set up
certain dynamics which integrate workers’ knowledge and their experience in
managing the unforeseen and non-automatized. The uncontrolled is recorded
as feedback and modifies (improves) the system, thus reducing the possibility
of its own existence: something cannot be done badly, because it simply cannot be done. An employee cannot lie or say she or he did not press such and
such a button, because the only thing possible is to say something did happen.
The same logic for process improvement is also applicable to Enterprise
Resource Planning. Just as generic ERP systems can be customized for particular businesses, there also exist generic methodologies for improving ERPs.
When I was working at Agilent Technologies our ERP was Oracle and the methodology for process improvement was Six Sigma. Process improvement methodologies tend to be developed in one company and successful ones are then
named, patented and sold to other companies. The Wikipedia entry for Six
Sigma explains it as a method which aims to reduce variability in processes
through the use of statistical methods in measuring the events that comprise
them. A sigma is in fact the statistical symbol for standard deviation.
Koch Industries is an American multinational family corporation principally
owned by the Koch family, who have links to the Tea Party. Charles G. Koch
published a book in 2015 those title, Good Profit, has both a quantitative and
moral meaning. In it, he explains the methods of management he uses in all the
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companies in the group, Market Based Management (MBM), which was invented
by Koch.
From the top of a business group which according to the book was valued at
100 billion dollars, whose aim is to double its own value every six years, Koch
begins with his own interpretation of the theories of the social anthropologist and philosopher Michael Polanyi, and goes on to explain that MBM is a way
of thinking and most especially of behaving, which must be communicated to
every single worker in the group’s factories. The highest place in the system is
given to the values governing the behaviour of each person in the organisation,
which is why these can be read on the boards in the entrance to Guardian.
There are two interconnected aspects in the path towards materialising these
values. On the one hand, actions must be measured as statistically recordable
values. On the other, these actions must be repeated and practised until they
become habits.
Accidents in the workplace – the competence of Health and Security – must
surely have an economic impact and an impact on a company’s processes.
Zero accidents, which is certainly an admirable aim from an ethical standpoint,
necessarily has a financial side to it, so that accident management also seeks
to raise efficiency and profits. The manner in which feedback is incorporated
into work processes in order to minimize accidents, as well as errors in production, involves automating the physical acts, the movements of the body in
relation to spaces, materials and machines. Automating reduces choice and
our range of freedom in executing tasks. The safety procedures according to
which I agreed to learn the norms telling me to hold onto the handrails and
follow the painted marks are part of automation: accident reduction, limiting
possible options, repeating movements, improving efficiency. In the words of
Koch himself, “Success in applying new mental models –and thus acquiring
personal knowledge– comes after correct, frequent and prolonged practice.
Practice makes permanent (not perfect); thus it has to be done correctly.”2
Information systems are the guarantee of ‘correct’ action.
Under the heading, “Using Information to Produce Results”, Koch compares
information flows in his stock market investment businesses (at the top of the
conglomerate) with Health and Safety in his factories, thus empowering his
employees at the highest and lowest levels of the company’s organisation chart
if empowerment is equated with the workers’ own management of their safety
in the workplace.
“In our trading businesses, technology feeds real-time and historical data automatically to trading and variance tools, enabling traders to identify and respond quickly to changing market conditions.
In our plants, environmental and safety audit findings immediately input into
our online system, and are then directed to the appropriate personnel to enable proper follow-up and the identification of patterns”.3
However, the unforeseen cannot be foreseen and so in all systems of regulations there exists a law to cover possible gaps in the system. Guardian has a rule
saying “STOP, THINK AND ASK”. Which would mean that if you have no doubts,
don’t stop, don’t think, and don’t ask.
2. Charles G. Koch, Good Profit: How Creating Value for Others Built One of the World’s Most Successful Companies. London: Piatkus Books, 2015, p. 76.
3. Ibid., p. 153.
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I began to see that Envira’s messages had certain consequences; for instance,
the security guards in their booth who let me into the factory were slightly
alarmed every time I went in. Luckily, the people I came across at Guardian
became used to my presence and also knew Alex, who was ultimately the person who they should address in case of any doubts about me. The reason for
the guards’ alarm was an irregularity. There was a gap in my coverage for labour accidents on the premises. Although I had already taken out civil liability
insurance that covered the risks of “photographic works” inside the company,
and accident insurance in addition, Envira required me to also provide proof of
private medical insurance.
I STOPPED, THOUGHT AND ASKED – first addressing the person in charge of
Health and Safety through Alex, and then, urged by Envira, the National Health
Service. The person I spoke to there confirmed that as I had no paid work contract with Guardian, it made no sense to imagine I was obliged to pay a government freelance fee that would guarantee me medical coverage. The absence
of a contractual agreement with the company also meant there was none with
National Health. Such a situation created a risk for the company, a financial risk
which was materialised by my presence, by my body moving around the premises. My movements touched a space beyond the limits where the lines on the
ground and handrails no longer existed.
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Txaranga Urretabizkaia
Hyperventilated Ensemble: sax, trombones, trumpets, clarinet, French horn. Using
simple instruments we create self-regulated compositions and choreographies.
Txaranga Urretabizkaia is an open group whose members vary: Lars Windgun, Ibon
RG, Myriam Rzm, Jon Mantxi, Miren Barrena, Fernando Ulzión, Terri Kakofunk, Unai
Requejo, Fito R. Escudero, Luis Candaudap, Luis André, Sara Padilla and Ferlooper.
Members of the ensemble have played in groups such as Eten, Gora Japon, Los Plomos,
Hamburgesa Vegetal, Magmadam, Kakofunk, Polígono Elgoibar, -Gailu, etc.
Presented here are a series of as yet unplayed scores.
www.txarangaurretabizkaia.biz
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LOW
There is a sea of plastic
I
D
E
- Two sheets of plastic for covering furniture (dust), taped together with transparent
cellotape, with 12 holes for Txaranga’s heads and parts of instruments.
- Listeners/spectators, the audience comfortably seated under the plastic-sea-water.
- La Txaranga slowly make sounds related to the sea:
Boats, ships, port bells, wind, seabirds, sirens, marine lamiak (mermaid-like
mythological beings), cetaceans, etc.
- Gradually emulating the falling tide, the plastic sheet slides down uncovering the
bodies and instruments of Txaranga, until the sea reaches its lowest point.
- The Txaranga band comes out of the water and silence their instruments. Listeners/
spectators, the audience remain submerged until the end of the piece. Until silence.
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Piece 3
Flock of starlings
This piece appropriates a choreographic exercise proposed by Isabel de Naverán at
a workshop-seminar for university students, and adapts it to the acoustic field. The
exercise itself was based on another exercise proposed by Gary Stevens.
It is a musical adaptation of a simple warming exercise often used in choreography and
contemporary dance. It does not require a huge effort, but generates specific attention in
those who practice or observe it.
The principle is to copy the person playing in front of you, in a scattered group which
is constantly changing direction. The person in front will turn at a certain moment, to
the right for instance, so that the closest person to the right will become the one who
imitates what he or she plays next.
Everything changes constantly because the group changes direction so that there is
always a different person in front of each member.
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Model for Declaration of Musical Composition
Communications Department

Reference:

TX-UR0005FU

Title:

Date of Creation:

First Played:

Cantalejos

20/11/2018

Autor / Egilea / Writer:

Place:

Fernando Ulzión

Bilbao

Previously
unplayed
Self-regulating:
Yes

Instruments:

Duration:

Revision

For a variable ensemble, not specified

Variable

23/04/2020

Accesories:

Osagarriak:

- Spyglasses, binoculars, telescopes…
- Walkie-talkies, mobile phones with hands-free or loudspeakers.
- Red flag.

- Kataloxak, prismatikoak, teleskopioak…
- Walky-talkyak, esku libreko telefono mugikorrak edo bozgorailuak.
- Bandera gorria.

Location / Day / Time:

Kokalekua / Eguna / Ordua:

Piece to be executed in Bilbao.
AUDIENCE: At Artxanda lookout point, looking towards the city.
BAND: On Cantalojas Bridge, looking towards Artxanda.

Bilbon egiteko pieza.
PUBLIKOA: Artxandako begiratokian, hirira begira.
BANDA: Cantalojas zubian, Artxandara begira.

Costumes:

Jantziak:

Band must wear white or brightly coloured uniforms.
(At UrbanBat Festival 2018 these were throwaway white overalls)

Bandak uniformea, zuria edo kolore bizikoa izan behar du.
(2018ko UrbanBat jaialdian lan-jantzi zuri batekin joan zen)

Description:
- AUDIENCE:
Audience to be given spyglasses and binoculars (at Artxanda lookout point there
may be coin-operated binoculars (?)) to locate the Txaranga, who will be at an
unknown location (but necessarily visible from the lookout point).
Once all members of the audience have located the Txaranga they will wave a
red flag to indicate to the band that the piece is finished.

Azalpena:
- PUBLIKOA:
Publikoari kataloxak eta prismatikoak ematen zaizkio (Artxandako behatoki
berean ba al dago txanpon-prismatikorik?) Bilboko leku ezezagunen batean
dagoen txaranga aurkitzeko (baina nahitaez behatokitik ikusteko moduan).
Ikusle guztiek txaranga aurkitu ondoren, bandari seinaleak egiten dizkio,
piezaren amaiera markatzeko bandera gorri batekin.

- BAND:
The band will begin to play on Cantalojas Bridge looking towards Artxanda, as
follows:
1. All members stand on the pavement near the kerb of the bridge’s side that
faces Abando/Indalecio Prieto railway station.
2. Each member decides when to move forwards towards the railing by the
railway.
3. As members of the band begin to walk towards the railing they begin to play a
continuous note, always the same one, from a very low volume to the highest
they can reach until they touch the railing.
4. When they touch the railing they move back towards the edge of the
pavement, slowly stopping playing the original note.
5. Each band member decides how many times to repeat the action and at what
speed, until the end of the piece. Each time they repeat the action they may play
a different note.
6. When they see the red flag waving in Artxanda, the band will each play a last
note until they reach the railing, and will remain there, standing still.

- BANDA:
Cantalojaseko zubitik Artxandara begira hasiko da jotzen banda, honela:
1. Kide guztiak errepidearen ondoko espaloia ertzean daude, Abando /
Indalecio Prieto geltokira ematen duen zubiaren zatian.
2. Kide bakoitzak erabakitzen du noiz aurreratu trenbidera ematen duen
barandara.
3. Barandarantz aurrera egiten hasten denean, nota jarraitu bat jotzen
hasten da, beti berdina, oso bolumen baxutik hasi eta ahalmen maximoraino,
baranda aurkitu arte.
4. Barandarekin topo egiten duenean, espaloiaren ertzera itzultzen da
berriro, eta hasierako nota pixkanaka jotzeari uzten dio.
5.Kide bakoitzak erabakitzen du zenbat aldiz errepikatu ekintza eta zein
abiaduratan, amaitu arte. Ekintza errepikatzen den bakoitzean, nota alda
daiteke.
6. Artxandatik bandera gorria mugitzen ikusten dutenean, kideak azken nota
bat joaz hurbiltzen dira barandara eta hor gelditzen dira.

VERSION 1:
The audience are given a walkie-talkie or mobile phone (or phone connected to a
loudspeaker) on which they can hear the Txaranga playing the piece wherever
they are. Once they sight the band the sound transmission is cut off.

1. BERTSIOA:
Ikusleek, piezaren hasieratik, walky-talkyak edo telefono mugikorrak (edo
bozgorailu batera konektatutako telefono mugikorra) dituzte, eta horietatik
Txaranga entzuten dute, pieza dagoen tokian jota. Begiz aurkitu ondoren,
entzumen-komunikazioa eten egiten da.

VERSION 2:
The audience are given walkie-talkies or mobile phones (or a phone connected to
a loudspeaker), but only hear the piece once they have sighted the Txarange,
until the band stop playing.

2. BERTSIOA:
Ikusleek walky-talkyak edo telefono mugikorrak (edo bozgorailu batera
konektatutako telefono mugikorra) dituzte, baina behin Txaranga ikusiz
aurkitzen dutenean bakarrik entzuten dute banda, piezaren amaierara arte.

OPTION: Playing the piece in the early morning hours, lit by portable lamps. In
this case the walkie-talkies will not be used.

AUKERA: Goizaldeko pieza lanpara eramangarriak argiztatuz jotzea. Kasu
horretan, alde batera utzi behar dira walky-talkyak.

NOTE: Will it be possible to hear Txaranga from Artxanda without amplifying it, if
the audience pay very close attention to sound?

OHARRA: Txaranga Artxandatik entzungo da, anplifikaziorik gabe eta
jendearen arreta handiz?
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On the right:
Canalojas Bridge:
band's movements
Silence <---> Noise
Below:
Cantalejos' location
/ View of Bilbao
from Artxanda's
lookout point / View
of Artxanda from
Cantalojas Bridge
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Staring at the sun
activates the sleeping
human mind and
as you activate your
mind (...)

Cara al sol1 − a more mystical version
Following, supposedly, the steps of the priestly caste of the Ancient Incas and certain
gurus, I propose to stare at the sun (“Facing the Sun”) to absorb a vast amount of solar
energy in your brain (said to restore mental health).
The guru of this technique: Hira Ratan Manek.

Woman who decides
to live off the light of
the Sun dies.
Swiss woman dies after
ceasing to eat or drink.
She wanted to live off
the light of the Sun.
HIRA RATAN
MANEK
Lives purely off the
light of the sun and
water since 1995 and
is still living to tell it.

This piece will last from sunrise to sunset. Wearing sunglasses for protection. As the
sun rises we raise our voices, and as it sets we lower them. When clouds cross the sun,
silence. All in the key of G/Sol.
The main thing is to keep going the whole day, without stopping even to eat:
surrendering like plants or monks to a strict diet of photons (sungazing, solar yoga).
When the sun goes down we might have a banquet. But solar energy may not be enough
for our instruments… This point is to be left open.
Well, all of it is open.
Great idea, sunglasses.

1. Translator’s note: “Facing the Sun”: anthem of the Falange Española.
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N pieces, all the same
Piece to be interpreted with a timer with a second hand. A duration − e.g. 1 minute − is
agreed on. Each musician will play a single short note during the piece. Each player
will decide beforehand on the note, which second it will be played, and at what volume.
These decisions will not be communicated to the rest of the group and once the piece has
started there is no room for improvisation or changes.
When the piece finishes, after the applause, the timer is reset and the entire piece is
replayed exactly the same way.
The piece may be repeated as many times as desired, leaving time for applause between
each interpretation.
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Concreto. Concrete.
Cemento. Piedras.
Harriak
Leire San Martín
Goikoetxea
“Concretely, we invite you to write on your experience with HARRIAK as concretely as possible.”
I type “concreto definición” into my search
bar. Two meanings appear. The first is “real,
existing”. The second is “precise, detailed or
well-defined”. The Itzuli Barik1 exhibition at
Kulturate, Arrasate, would be the concrete, the
real, what was. To tell it as precisely as possible
would be to concrete.
I find that I get tired of coming up with closed
narratives of projects. I’m told: talk about what
this or that was like. This or the other project
you have been working on. You try to translate
the experience into words. When I do so, I often get the feeling I’m setting up some kind of
rhetorical display window: I put up a structure,
lay out whatever it is I want to show in the best
possible way, to make sure it calls the passersby’s attention. Like all shop windows, there
is a glass pane between it and the onlookers,
so that nobody can intervene in it. Only you.
Something similar happens when I think about
how to narrate a project. There’s a mixture of
laziness before the complexity of the task and
worry about making the narrative too impenetrable. But once you’ve finally found a form
for the story because you’ve now told it once
or twice, then it becomes hard to escape from
that form. You have found your method. You
know how to set up the display so that many
people will stop and look at it. You’ve found
the words, how to name the experience, and
your account after that will be different each
time, but still very similar to the previous one.
You search back for the words you used, you
remember the order, the sequence, and you
re-recount. I frequently surprise myself by telling a story exactly the same way I told it months
back. I’ve been thinking about ways to talk
about projects that would not allow the narrative to settle, that would put the machine to
work and foster learning. About narrating things
1. Itzuli Barik took place at Kulturate (Arrasate) from September to October 2019 as part of the HARRIAK programme
(https://www.eremuak.net/es/harriak-itzuli-barik).

so that they could help us to think. I understand
my work as something in perpetual tension, and
I would like to carry that through to the telling of it. To narrate without self-affirmation, to
babble, perhaps. To lay out questions, doubts
or paradoxes in that window space, for them to
become material to reflect on for myself and
people going by.
What I will tell here, then, will not be fully concrete. It will be disordered, non-chronological,
because things don’t happen one after the
other. It will come from my memory, my recall,
and so will be permeated by fiction. It will highlight some of the scenes and ideas that help me
to think about the work, but will not offer a detailed collection of well-defined events.
This project is a letter (or a manifesto?).
I wrote it to the board of eremuak. In it,
I introduced the first of my doubts as I
thought about the HARRIAK invitation.
When Maider2 and I met up at the café
she told me that my profile interested
them because of the “issue of mediation”.
Despite having been in this field for some
time, I still find it difficult to define, I wrote.
I told them that art interests me because
there is something in it that we can never
completely define; I mentioned how I have
heard Pedro G. say that it is precisely the
inexplicability of art that fastens our attention on it. He said we visit Las Meninas and
other paintings again and again because
there is something in them that we never
quite understand, that forever eludes us. I
think this is a lovely image: being drawn to
something that can’t be understood. And
paradoxically, “the issue of mediation”
partly consists in putting words to something that has none.
I soon realised that there was something
in my letter that interested them. I read it
out loud at a meeting. Aimar made a movement with his neck at a certain point which
might have expressed something between
discomfort and excitement. I think that
what I considered to be insecurity was just
what was motivating their interest. I am not
a curator, but they were asking me to organise an exhibition. Neither am I an artist.
My work lies in the in between. Between
one thing and another. Between artists and
people. Between curators and their discourse. Neither here nor there, neither one
2. Maider López is a member of the eremuak board, with
Iñaki Imaz and Aimar Arriola. In April 2020 José Ramón
Amondarain took over from Iñaki Imaz.
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Work by Alazne
Zubizarreta

Laboratory: Alazne,
Leire, Dani and Natalia
doing a performance
exercise

Laboratory: Drawing
exercise
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Fragment of a painting
by Natalia Suárez

Gaubela: pizza and
guitar playing with
Ekiñe
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thing nor another. Somewhere low down in
the art system’s pyramid of surplus value.
Perhaps being in that place was causing a
slight shift in perspective, a different kind
of where from.
In my letter I didn’t just mention the
names of the three artists I’d selected for
the exhibition, or presenting them with
a well-armed curatorial discourse. In my
letter, I talked more about my interest in
that in between. Of how I see it as a privileged place, because much can be seen
and learned from it. “The issue of mediation” acquired an intrinsic presence to the
project and ran right through it. Not long
ago a nice metaphor was used by Bifo at a
talk.3 If I remember right, he said that the
mediator is the person whose task it is to
elaborate conflict through language. To
embody conflict – I add – performatively,
corporeally. The mediator is in the middle
of the battlefield, in the place where different expectations clash.
In cultural institutions many museum directors, curators and city councillors are giving
the nasty little word lip service. Mediation
is necessary. From the famous educational
turn4 it soon occupied a fundamental place
in institutional narratives; it is always there.
But when a word is used so often it can become emptied of meaning; or be given several, often contrary meanings depending on
who says it. Some rather sterile definitions
claim that mediation must build bridges
between art and its public. Between people and culture. Between those who know
nothing and those who know it all. As if they
were unrelated.
In ideal conditions, and depending on the
context, I believe that mediation has to
do with generating long-term processes
that will extend over time, not simply to
be born and die suddenly; that will work
to constantly activate that thing we call
community. I’m not from Arrasate. I know
people who live there, friends who were
born there or whose families live there,
people close to me who studied there. In
my teenage years I went partying there a
couple of times, I know there’s a gaztetxe,
3. Franco Berardi ‘Bifo’ took part in the “Poner atención:
la batalla por entrar en nuestras cabezas” programme
organised by Tabakalera and Amador Fernández Savater (19
June 2019).
4. This term has been in use since Irit Rogoff published
“Turning” in Issue #0 e-flux, 2008 (https://www.e-flux.com/
journal/00/68470/turning/)

but not much more. I felt like a stone that
had fallen into the middle of the place; in
fact I always feel like that with HARRIAK:
someone chooses the stones and throws
them somewhere, hoping they’ll take root.
But a stone will rarely take root.
It seemed to me that the best way to begin
was to take an interest in what was already
happening in that particular context, and
start from there. Here is the concrete,
then, which is fundamental in any work
process where we care enough for the
place and how we are going to land there:
each context is important, it is that concrete context, not another. And we look
at each object we study from a concrete
place, a situated position.5 An ongoing
process was going to be impossible, which
meant that my proposal would be more
to suggest a ‘landing’ of a small gesture, a
movement that might dance with what was
already on the dance floor.
This project is a journey (or a displacement?). I head to Arrasate, park my car,
and look for the AED space.6 I had arranged to meet up with Maria to explain
the proposal to anyone who could come.
Previously to today I’ve been having meetings with people from the village. I have
some allies who can help me along the way:
Jone, who told me about Ana and the science association. Amaia, from Txatxili – she
told me about TTAK!; Jon told me about
the painters group, Iraitz, and again about
Ana.7 Today is 9 July, 4 pm. Quite a few
people appear, all of them women. Some
with hangovers – well, it is Sanfermines
time. I don’t know much about them. I’m
nervous and I say so. Excited, too. We sit
down around a table and I already feel a
nice energy. Over the next months the
group will still surprise me. They talk about
TTAK!, their collective. I go through my
proposal and it seems I’m not understood;
5. I refer here to Donna Haraway’s ideas on situated knowledge in her text “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective”,
Feminist Studies Vol. 14, No. 3 (Autumn 1988), pp. 575-99.
6. AED is Arrasate Euskaldun Dezagun, an association which
focuses on the use of the Basque language on the way to its
normalisation, and fosters Basque culture in Arrasate. TTAK!
is a group of young people and has its headquarters at AED
due to the fact that its paths of action include feminist and
euskaltzale militancy. TTAK! participated in different ways in
Itzuli Barik.
7. Work on this project would not have been possible
without key allies such as Jone Uriarte, Jon Garai and Amaia
Etxabe. They helped me get to know the local context. Iraitz
Agirre wrote the critical text for the project and Ana Ugalde
made a guided visit.
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not understood because there isn’t that
much to understand: it’s an invitation to
take part in an encounter with three artists and myself over a weekend. To think
what they might be able to get out of that,
and what they might be able to give to
Itzuli Barik. I think they feel like doing it.
Libe, who will be the group’s new coordinator as of this summer, says something
like, Don’t worry Leire, we’re the “gullible
motivated ones” in this village. They laugh.
I mean, people never stop asking us to do
stuff. Work for free in the cloakroom of the
kiddies Christmas park. Stand at the bar.
Volunteer for the marathon. So we’ll do it,
for sure. Shit. The ghost came up before I
expected. The questions come faster and
harder. Fear of disaster: I’m here trying to
involve a group from this context in something I don’t even know if they’re interested in. In something that sort of fell into
their lap; they didn’t look for it themselves.
Art, this strange thing we don’t understand.
Someone was to say to me later at an
opening that coincided with the exhibition
installation, How interesting – I bet one or
two of those girls will end up doing Fine Art.
Is that the aim of my proposal? I don’t think
so. I hold onto the idea that they can also
contribute from their own aesthetic and
political worlds. And that the three artists,
Alazne, Natalia and Dani, might also be susceptible to some kind of transformation.8
That their work might be affected. That
things might happen not only in one, but in
many different directions. That that sentence might be reformulated as: How interesting, I bet that group will end up changing
the exhibition structure, or, How interesting,
I bet you’re all going to learn and be taught
something. I hold tight to my intuition that
activating that space might at least spark
something, I’m not quite sure what. I start
to think compulsively about what I can offer, what they might need. But at the same
time, I wonder about the need to be given
back something tangible, when the artistic
experience is already part of the exchange.
Some days before I had been to Bilbao,
where we met at the Nervión. The heat is
unbearable. I arrive in a sweat. Natalia is
already there. Two days ago I’d been out
partying and still had a hangover. I’m not in
the best of moods and my energy is rather
low, and so is theirs. I know Dani well,
Natalia and Alazne less. Not yet in person.
I tell them the proposal and reasons for
8. Alazne Zubizarreta, Natalia Suárez and Daniel Llaría.

selecting them. I say I think this cloister
needs sculptural work. And I’d like to combine several different ways of doing things
and aesthetic worlds. That I see sparks of
commonalities in their works. That Alazne is
from Arrasate and I’d like it if one or two of
the artists could be from there. That Natalia
has worked with teachers before in a mutual encounter, and there was an interesting learning space created. They seem to
take enthusiastically to the idea. But the
laboratory idea doesn’t seem to take hold.
I tell it and feel they don’t understand. It’s
pretty undefined and I need to give it a
firmer shape. I’d like to do that with them, I
say. They are three key pieces in this group
space. They are the ones who’ll be opening up their work and sharing the process
of making it with a group of young people.
I say this time I want to work without the
pressure of an ‘educational programme’.
I don’t want to be organising workshops
for schools, or guided visits; I want to set
up a previous encounter with no concrete
aim. I’m not seeking an audience to take
to the space and ask, What do you see in
this drawing, this sculpture, that painting?
What is the artist wanting to communicate
here? I want the toolbox to be opened
and the tools to be available for those of
us in the space and for us to decide how
to use them ourselves. Not to get stuck in
the work of art, but to look around, behind, into its context, to clarify not only the
meaning of art but of absolutely everything.
Fuck. I leave Bilbao with the feeling that
they think ‘mediation’ is a dumb idea.
This project is a laboratory (or a performance?) Fourteen people meeting at
Kulturate for a weekend of we don’t know
what.9 We’re now at the cloister where the
exhibition works are to be installed in two
weeks time. All of them in a circle. This
Saturday will already be the second, and
penultimate, day of our encounter. The
atmosphere is good, though we’re tired,
today has been intense. We’ve worked
hard. We’ve been thinking together about
a series of materials that Natalia, Alazne
and Dani have come up with. We’ve drawn
Natalia’s descriptive words; we’ve written
as we thought of some images of Dani’s,
and we gave bodies to the overalls he
brought along; we’ve taken photos of parts
of the village and thought about the idea
9. The laboratory was conducted from 6 to 8 September
2019 at Kulturate. Alazne, Dani, Natalia and I spent the
weekend in Arrasate.
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Workshop on feminist
practices by
Kattalin Miner

General view of Itzuli
Barik exhibition

Daniel Llaría:
Be seen be safe,
2017-2020,
4’45”
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Publication collectively
produced via the
Itzuli Barik laboratory
(TTAK!, Alazne
Zubizarreta, Daniel
Llaría, Natalia Suárez y
Leire San Martín).
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of an archive with Alazne. We’ve taken a
look at some pieces, in silence. We’ve had
dinner together and sung, with Ekiñe and
Izar on the guitar. I think the idea of art we
came along with has shifted slightly. And
the idea of mediation too. Both the artists
and young people have managed to finally
feel secure in the space.
Maybe my role has something to do with
the idea of“making a home”: making sure
to create the conditions for something to
happen. Paying attention to how things
happen rather than what is done; thinking that the idea that the conditions under
which an artefact is made define the artefact itself is always true. We talk now about
what to do together. Maybe we don’t have
to do anything. I feel like everyone is looking my way. I don’t know, I say, there’s no
need to force it. We ought to think about
whether we’d like to make the collective
space we created these past three days
visible. I think that might be interesting, not
only for aesthetic reasons, but also educationally. I mean, I think this process and
these materials might be used almost like
tools for approaching the exhibition that
need not include a didactic explanation of
each artist’s work.
One of the young women intervenes excitedly: Well, maybe we could do this: we
could bring the different material we’ve
come up with and install it in the show, and
think about how. It would be nice to peg the
drawings to the ropes of Dani’s sculptures,
say. Many of them think it’s a good idea,
and I get the reason why. But I tense up.
The tiny hairs on my back rise and my spine
straightens. The idea scares me. This is a
cultural institution, it’s an exhibition, both
of which spaces are completely imbued
with dynamics of power and representation: we know who can exhibit, and what
can and cannot be done in the sacred
space of art. But in actual fact we can do
whatever we want, and decide on the form
we give this exhibition we have been commissioned to do. So it’s not only that, but
other things that must be making me tense.
Is it pertinent to exhibit works made over
a weekend on the same level as the other
artworks? Does this momentary experience
turn us into artists?
These are the same questions that always
come up, but in this setting, they reappear
in all their force. The eternal debate. I tell

the group my doubts and what I think; the
conversation happens, and that is already
something fundamental. The feeling of discomfort really is not new, and it reaffirms
my urgency to continue to think about the
ways in which our own ideas about art or
cultural production, which tend to be hegemonic, might be affected from the outside. On the forms of art that become legitimised and those that become subaltern.
This project is also an exhibition. It’s a bertsosaio. A way of thinking about the stupid division
between art and the people. This project is
when Ane of TTAK! says, The night is too long to
be only one when she watches Dani’s video in
which two reflective waistcoats crawl through
the darkness of the forest. It’s me tensing up
again as one of the bertsolaris sings as she looks
at Alazne’s images and compares them to a tattoo and piercing store’s decoration. It is Natalia
finding it hard to explain her practice. It’s Iraitz
and Pablo’s texts.10 This project is a guided visit
with Ana. It’s what I finally found I could give
back to the group - a workshop with Kattalin
on feminism. It’s a group publication.11 It’s the
frustration of not being able to carry on working in a context where something has got going.
It’s helping Dani feel comfortable in a workshop
held almost entirely in Basque. It’s a group of
young people from Arrasate going home and
saying, I don’t know what we really did, but we
had a great time. This project is everything unsaid in this text, everything that is left around it.
In the end I have the feeling that this, in reality, is not just about putting words to art. It’s
also about rethinking power relations, generating spaces for collective knowledge; realising,
as bell hooks says,12 that we are bodies in the
10. Iraitz Agirre’s critical text can be read at https://eremuak.net/blog/itzuli-barik/
Pablo Marte wrote the texts “Silencio litoral sin pájaros” and
“Una alianza inter pares” on the experience of Itzuli Barik
(http://criticaytrance.com/author/criticay/).
11. Ana Ugalde’s guided visit took place on 20 October 2019.
Her intention was to relate the Kulturate exhibition space
with the town of Arrasate. Kattalin Miner ran a workshop on
feminisms at the AED workspace on 27 October 2019. The
publication I mention was the result of a laboratory we set
up two before the exhibition opening, and can be read and
downloaded at https://www.eremuak.net/es/evento/harriak-actividades-complementarias-la-exposicion-itzuli-barik
12. In a conversation with a colleague, bell hooks approaches the issue of the teacher’s presence as a body in the
classroom as follows: “I remember in my early teaching days
that when I first tried to move out beyond the desk, I felt
really nervous. I remember thinking, ‘This really is about
power. I really do feel more “in control” when I’m behind
the podium or behind the desk than when I’m walking
towards my students, standing close to them, maybe even
touching them.’ Acknowledging that we are bodies in the
classroom has been important for me, especially in my
efforts to disrupt the notion of professor as omnipotent,
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classroom that have to be put close together,
even touch one another. And it’s about really doing things, as my friend Vito says.13 I will
end here with the sensation that I could go on
forever and thinking that this text is closer to
a lucky encounter, for instance, between the
words ‘concrete’ and ‘harriak’ through the
plurilingual sequence concreto, concrete, cemento, piedras, harriak, than to the literal definitions of ‘concrete’ I find in the dictionaries.

all-knowing mind.” Teaching to Transgress: Education as the
Practice of Freedom. London: Routledge, 1994, p. 138.
13. Vito Gil-Delgado has been working as an educator at
Centro de Arte 2 de Mayo for twelve years. Her department of education has been a reference for my educational
practice in institutions. She addressed the idea of really doing things in the educational context at a talk held at the XX
DEAC Conferences at Es Baluard from 3to 5 October 2019
(https://20deac.esbaluard.org/multimedia/e).
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HARRIAK is a contemporary art programme
whose aim is to set up new spaces for exhibiting, disseminating and mediating with art. The
programme runs in different spaces in cultural
centres in the Basque Autonomous Community,
and involves artists and mediators, with a focus
on those in the early stages of their careers.
HARRIAK is an initiative by eremuak aimed at
creating a sensitive context for contemporary
artistic practices in small locations, and creating
visibility for artistic processes and mediation.
The fifth edition ran in 2020 and was coordinated by Leire Muñoz.
2020 PROGRAMME
Centro Eskolondo (Ea, Bizkaia)
Exhibition Y me abrigué con tu palabra de fuego
(And I covered myself with your word of fire).
Mediated by Iván Gómez Gutiérrez [H4]
17 July – 14 August
Artists: Bernarda Beñat García & Maialen
Gallastegi Etxabe, Santiago F Mosteyrín, Michelle
Lima (Mal Studio Project)
Critical text: HARIA collective (Laura Díez, Iker
Fidalgo, Irati Irulegi)
- Opening: 17 July, 12:30, Centro Eskolondo
- Guided walk / visit: 14 August, 12:30
ARENATZarte (Güeñes, Bizkaia)
Exhibition Y me abrigué con tu palabra de fuego.
Mediated by Iván Gómez Gutiérrez [H3]
22 August – 18 September
Artists: Bernarda Beñat García & Maialen
Gallastegi Etxabe, Santiago F Mosteyrín, Michelle
Lima (Mal Studio Project)
Critical text: HARIA collective (Laura Díez, Iker
Fidalgo e Irati Irulegi)
- Opening: 22 August, 12:30
- Guided walk / visit: 18 September, 12:30
Centro cultural Uhagon (Markina-Xemein,
Bizkaia)
Session of actions and other encounters:
Cuerpos extraños cerca (Strange bodies nearby). Mediated by Camila Téllez [H1]
27 August, 12:00 onward
Artists: Nazario Díaz, Eszter Katalin, Saioa Olmo,
Myriam Rzm + Unai Kerexeta + Joel Englund
Critical text: Miriam Inza
12:00 Presentation at Uhagon
12:30−13:15 Arretxinaga Chapel. Nazario
Díaz. Performance Háblame, cuerpo (Body,
talk to me)

13:30–17:45 Arretxinaga Bridge. Saioa
Olmo. Susurrando el futuro (Whistling the
future), sound installation. The installation
was open for visits all day until 17:45.
14:00–17:45 Prison. Eszter Katalin. Mária
Vörösben/Mary in Red, documentary video.
4 x 29-minute screenings.
14:00–14:30
14:45–15:15
16:30–17:00
17:15–17:45
15:00 Lunch Uhagon Kulturgunea
18:00–18:45 Uhagon Kulturgunea. Myriam
Rzm + Unai Kerexeta + Joel Englund. Sonar
el árbol (Sounding the tree), concert.
Kulturate (Arrasate, Gipuzkoa)
Exhibition ¡No me empujes! (Don’t push me!)
Mediated by Igor Rezola Iztueta [H5]
25 September – 24 October
Artists: Zuhar Iruretagoiena Labeaga, Javier
Rodríguez Pérez-Curiel, La Furia, Xolomo
Gangsta feat. Mawatres + Telmo Trenor y Marixe
Ruiz de Austri Arexolaleiba
Critical text: Marixe Ruiz de Austri Arexolaleiba
- Opening: 25 September, 16:00
- Rap workshop: 25 September, 16:00−19:00
Run by La Furia. Rap as a tool for feminist
empowerment.
- Ez bultza egin! Live Radio Show: 25
September, 19:00−21:00. Run by Xolomo
Gangsta feat. Mawatres + Telmo Trenor.
The session will be recorded and the podcast will be available for listening on Fridays
at the exhibition.
Oxford Aretoa (Zumaia, Gipuzkoa)
Exhibition 3 + 1 20’’. Mediated by Itxaso
Mendiluze [H6]
9 October – 1 November
Artist: Ana Román
Critical text: Amets Arzallus
- Opening: 9 October
- Performance 4 veces faro (4 times lighthouse) by María López (first showing): 9
October
- Guided visit by Ana Román and 4 veces
faro, performance by María López (second
showing): 16 October
Bastero Kulturgunea (Andoain, Gipuzkoa)
Exhibition Paladin. Mediated by Damaris Pan [H2]
30 October – 27 November
Artists: Leire Lacunza, Ibon Landa, Miren
Barrena
Critical text: Iñigo Astiz
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EREMUAK SESSIONS 2019 PHOTOS [A1], [A2],
[A3]
CONTINUOUS OPEN CALL / SELECTED
PROJECTS
JURY’S RESOLUTION, SEPTEMBER 2019
Artistic creation
Ion Munduate: Goldberg versions
Ainize Sarasola: Erótico / Pornográfico
JURY’S RESOLUTION, NOVEMBER 2019
Mediation
A* Artist-run space: Lekua lekutan
JURY’S RESOLUTION, FEBRUARY 2020
Mediation
Azpi Kultur Elkartea: Atea
A* Artist-run space: Lekua lekutan
JURY’S RESOLUTION, MAY 2020
Artistic creation
Julen García Muela: Rakel Winchester
Mediation
- Irati Inoriza and Laura Peña: Bapore Atelier
- Mutur Beltz [Laurita Siles]: IV Residencia artística del
buen vivir. Karrantza 2020
- 101 [Noela Covelo, Laura Fernández Antolín,
Guillermo Orjales, Sara de Ubieta]: Arqueología del
desecho
INTERNATIONAL RESIDENCY AT ART OMI
17 June − 13 July 2021
SELECTED ARTIST: Nadia Barkate
Owing to the Covid19 pandemic, the eremuak−Art
Omi 2029 residency has been postponed to 2021. Nadia
Barkate, the artist selected for 2020, will therefore carry
out her residency in 2021. The 2020 call for applications
for eremuak−Art Omi 2021 was not opened.
RESIDENCY AT HALFHOUSE
2 August − 2 October 2020
SELECTED ARTIST: Daniel Llaría [A4]
EXHIBITION BY DANIEL LLARÍA
Opening: 3 October 2020, Halfhouse
EREMUAK CONFERENCES 2020 &
PRESENTATION OF EREMUAK MAGAZINE #7 +
ARTIST’S NOTEBOOK
The “eremuak Conferences: presentation of projects
and activities” took place on Friday 16 and Saturday
17 October at Tabakalera, San Sebastian. eremuak#7
was presented on the occasion. Artists involved in the
eremuak programme over the past two years attended
the event.
Presentations: Artiatx (Javier Arbizu, Oihane Iraguen,
Irati Urrestarazu Zubizarreta), Nora Aurrekoetxea,
Azpi kultur elkartea (Jon Ander Agirre, Maite Alonso,
Iñigo Benito Molinero, Fran Fraca, Irati Gorostidi,

Ane Zaldibar), Laura Díez and Amaia Molinet, Katixa
Goldarazena, Teresa Lanceta, Ion Macareno, Antonio
Menchen, Clara Moreno Cela, Ion Munduate, Olatz
Otalora, Miel Oyarzabal, Ainize Sarasola, Tripak
kolektiboa (Andrea Berbois, Maite Mugerza, Marina
Suárez, Natalia Suárez).
Reprint, artist’s notebook: SOBRE PRODUCCIÓN
SOBREDOSIS SOBREPRODUCIENDO / Jon Mikel
Euba
Reprint of our first artist’s notebook, published in 2014,
a transcription of Jon Mikel Euba’s talk at the Editar,
producir, programar sessions organised by eremuak on
25-26 June 2013 at Arteleku (San Sebastian).
NEW WEB
www.eremuak.eus
We have been changing our web platform and structure in 2020. The eremuak website is the reference for
our programme and archive for material generated by
eremuak.
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